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Republican lieutenant gubernatorial candidate Robbie Rudolph, right, speaks during Saturday's 127th Fancy Farm Picnic as
his Democratic counterpart Daniel Mongiardo, left, Jane Beshear, center, and Democratic gubernatorial candidate Steve
Beshear listen.

Murrayans get mike time
By ERIC WALKER
Editor
FANCY FARM, Ky. — When
Kentucky's political spotlight shone on
Fancy Farm's I 27th annual picnic Saturday,
two Murray politicians played roles in the
whole production.
Republican Sen. Ken Winters and lieutenant governor candidate Robbie Rudolph
spoke to supporters — and, of course, the

Fancy Farm Notebook
Read some extra tidbits from
Saturday's festivities on page 4A
inside today's Ledger & Times.
opposition — during the annual political
dog and pony .. er, donkey ... show that
attracted more than 3,000 people to the
grounds of St. Jerome Catholic church in
ERIC WALKER/Ledger & Times
Graves County.
State Sen. Ken Winters, R-Murray, nght, sits next to U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell, RThat morning, around 3(10 GOP backers Ky., on the speaker's stage at Fancy Farm Saturday. Winters also emceed the
gathered at Graves County High School for
morning's Republican breakfast
the Republican breakfast where Winters
the
introduced
he
served as emcee. There,
"When I run again tin 2008.) I won't run
treasurer (Melinda Wheeler).
speaker's table which included Gov. Ernie
Wheeler, who is facing Democratic chal- to abolish the Senate," Winters said.
Fletcher, Rudolph, Senate President David lenger Todd Hollenback, is running on the
The 1st District senator also mentioned
Williams, Secretary of State Trey Grayson. platform to do away with the treasurer's his re-election bid next year against
Commissioner of Agriculture Richie office. That prompted a promise from
Farmer, and candidates for attorney general Winters to Sen. Williams.
II See Page 2A
(Stan Lee). auditor (Linda Greenwell) and
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Democratic gubernatorial candidate Steve Beshear makes
his point from the podium of Fancy Farm's 127th annual picnic.

Fletcher, Beshear
wage war of words
By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Writer
FANCY FARM, Ky.(AP)- Republican Gov. Ernie Fletcher and
Democrat Steve Beshear lit into each other on a steaming hot
Saturday at Kentucky's premier political event, kicking off the fall
campaign with an exchange focusing on the incumbent's past legal
turmoil and the challenger's support for opening the state to casino
gambling.
Before a boisterous crowd at the 127th annual Fancy Farm picnic in far western Kentucky. Fletcher derisively dubbed his opponent "Easy Money Steve" in pounding away at Beshear's ambitious
plans to fund his education and health care initiatives by amending
Kentucky's Constitution to allow limited casino gaming.
Easy Money Steve' offers you nothing but a grand scheme to
fund all of his false promises," said Fletcher, who is seeking a second term as Kentucky's first Republican governor in a generation.
Beshear, a former lieutenant governor and attorney general, fired
back by bringing up a special grand jury investigation that led to
Fletcher's indictment last year as part of a probe into the Republican
administration's hiring practices.
The Democratic challenger said that Kentucky has slipped further behind most of the nation in several categories of economic
performance but said Fletchees administration was at the top in one
dubious category.
'It has had more indictments, more pardons, more times that the

IN See Page 2A

Issues of interest to voters %hum BACK': CARTER
not mentioned by candidates
By ERIC WALKER
Editor
FANCY FARM. Ky. —
While most voters have heard
politicians talk about issues of
casino gambling and values and
coal-to-natural gas fuel to scandals, the interests of some who
attended Saturday's 127th annual Fancy,Farm Picnic were
turned a deaf ear.
Kentucky's hotly contested
gubernatorial race between
incumbent Gov. Ernie Fletcher
and Democratic challenger
Steve Beshear didn't interest Pat
Adams in the least. His trip to
Fancy Farm from Madisonville
hinged more on tax reform.
Adams belongs to a national
group called fairtax.org and is
trying to get more support from
legislators for HB25, which was
co-sponsored by 1st District
Congressman Ed Whitfield.
"We need to get our Lax structure changed." Adams said

INDEX

before the speaking began. "We she didn't hear the politicians
should do a lot better job with talk about one of her concerns
the system. I don't know what — bringing good-paying jobs to
it'll take, but it needs to be western Kentucky for working
people — but then again, she
improved."
Eating a barbecue sandwich, said she couldn't hear much
Richard White of Hickman said from the loud shenanigans from
he wanted to hear about educa- the crowd.
"I didn't hear much," the
tion.
"I went to school in a one- Paducah resident said, sitting
room school," he recalled. He under a shade tree behind the
then served in World War II and speaker's grandstand.
She said her daughter works
got the opportunity to attend
a 56-an-hour job in order to get
Pnnceton University.
The opportunity for bettering health insurance.
"They (politicians) should
one's self through education,
White said, should be empha- bring in good-paying jobs for
working people that they can
sized.
"Kids want to do well and a pay their fair share of taxes,"
lot of people need to take advan- Lindsey said. "I thank that'll
solve some of the tax problems,
tage of that." he said.
But he said he's wary of stu- if we have evemine pay their
dent loan program where stu- fair share"
As far as one of the issues
dents and their families don't
mentioned Saturday — over and
know what they're signing.
After the political speaking
wrapped up. LOIS Lindley said •See Page 2A
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FIRST DAY BACK: Murray Middle School eighth-grade students Haley Stewart, left. and
Paige Vanpelt talk with MMS Principal Lou Carter Monday morning about class schedules and
locker assignments for the new school year. The Murray Independent School Distnct returned
to school today. The first day for students in the Calloway County School System will be
Wednesday
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From Front

From Front

governor has taken the 1.11th
Amendment and re I used to testi ty before a grand Jury than any
other state in this country,'
Beshear said
the grand Jury returned 29
indictments. one of which
charged Fletcher with criminal
conspiracy. official 1111.4.0nduci
and political discnmination The
charges against Fletcher were
dropped in an agreement with
prosecutors, CSC() though the
grand jury concluded he had
approved a •wiclespreacl and
coordinated plan" to skirt state
hiring laws so political supporters could be rewarded with jobs.
Fletcher issued pardons for anyone else who had been charged
,,r could he charged
Fletcher has criticired the
probe as a political witch hunt
On Saturday, thousands
thronged to the grounds of Si.
Jerome Catholic Church for the
annual picnic. which seii4S up
thousands of pounds of barbecue along with fresh vegetables
and homemade pies Politicians
served up plenty of zingers for
the crowd of partisans who
cheered their candidates and
booed the opposition dunng
round of speeches.
Republicans offered some
gimmicks in trying to score
political points. Near the speakers stage. Fletcher's campaign
debuted
a
float
dubbed
•Beshearville' that included a
casino, a payday lending store.
massage parlor and a hoardedup family business The Gop
also brought lut .4meone portraying Moses It was a dig at
fiesheiu for his role years ago as
attorney general in enforcing a
S
Supreme Court ruling
ordenng the removal of the Ten
Commandments from Kentucky
public classroom.,
Beshear. the son and grandson of Baptist mac hers in west
cm Kentucky. was ready for that
attack
'1 obeyed the lass,' he
responded when it was his turn
at thr podium
And let me
tell you this. as
go% ernor
Il
obey the lass.
too
And
wouldn't that
he a
great
change' tf we
had a governor
who
would
tiflongiartio
obey the law
for a change'
Ihr hiring scandal and

Democratic challenger Carroll
Hubbard and mentioned possibly two other challengers, but
didn't mention any names.
Hubbard,a former state senator and U.S. congressman,
moved to Mayfield from
Rcidland after a failed run at
Independent Sen. Bob Lceper's
2nd District seat earlier this year
and announced last month that
he'll run Against Winters.
Winters also commented on
the special session called by

•••

Fletcher last month that resulted
in the House adjourning the first
day km the grounds the session
was politically motivated. The
Republican-controlled Senate
remained in session and passed
a number of bills concerning a
list of issues from Incentives to
lure a coal-to-natural gas fuel
plant to western Kentucky and
university projects.
The Senate-approved bills
could not proceed, however,
since the House was not in
Frankfort and in session.
"It we just haci the House still

ERIC WALKER&edgs & Times
Gov. Ernie Fletcher was the first candidate speaker Saturday
at Fancy Farm
Iletc her's job performance were
14idder for Democrats leading up
to the picnic. Earlier Saturday, at
a Democratic gathenng in nearby Mayfield, state Auditor Cnt
Luallen lambasted Fletcher for
presiding over 'the most mbar;
rinsing and incompetent administration' in Kentucky history
Talking to reporters later.
Fletcher called Luallerec-coin-ments 'the most hypocritical
thing I've net heard,' And said
the criticism canoe from someone who ran the .'entire patronage
ss stem' for former
Democratic Gov Paul Patton.
'But what do you expect.
they have nothing to say about
IT. policies.' said Fletcher, who
has taken credit for, among
other things, boosting education
revamping
funding.
the
Medicaid system and overhauling the state tax code
Luallen has said she never
rewarded Pamirfs political supporters with ptiaected state jobs
*hen she svas'Patton's executive
sahinct ses.rrtar)
Meanwhile.
Fletcher's
sharpest attacks at the picnic
honed ill on Restie.u's support
for lintited casino gambling
The governor warned that
expanded gaming would promote a host 01 social ills, including more crime. divorce .md

bankruptcies. He said that Lama() players, in Kentucky would
have to lose nearly $1.5 billion
each year to achieve Besheaes
state revenue projection. Most
of that money is now spent at
existing businesses. Fletcher
said.
'While 'Easy Money Steve'
promoes, you mnney for nothing. the real truth is the Casinos'
get your money while we get
nothing.' Fletcher said
lieshear supports putting the
issue of expanded gambling on
the ballot as a proposed constitutional amendment and supports allowing casino gambling
at some racetracks and two to
four freestanding facilities along
the state's bonier. Beshear has
estimated the state could collect
at least Ii5410 million a year in
extra revenue from expanded
gambling.
ERIC WALKER/Ledger & Times
In his speech Saturday. Stephanie Potter of Louisville holds a sign regarding a porBeshear said
Kentuckians
posed coal-to-natural gas plant and incentives being offered
already are spending millions of
Peabody Energy that references a John Prune song called
to
dollars at casinos Just across
Kentucky's border. That money. Paradise' Potter is a Murray State graduate
he said, is helping pay for
schools, roads and health care in
neighboring states, and he
Accused of Fletcher of using
'bogus figures to try to scare
said in disgust. -They said the
you to death.'
From Front
lottery would take care of the
Over again
Lindsey said she school problems. but the school
wasn't for it
taxes keep going up.
"I'm 100 percent against
"I don't think the schools see
igamblingu all the way." she a penny."
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present. we could have accomplished a lot of things," Winters
said.
Both the Senate and House
are expected to return to
Frankton on Aug. 13 fpr another special session limited to
energy legislation.
At Fancy Farm, Winters was
one of the first speakers to welcome officials and guests to the
district. He remained on the
speakers platform through the
entire slate of candidates, even
after Fletcher. Rudolph and U.S.
Sen. Mitch McConnell left the
stage.
It was Murray businessman
Robbie Rudolph's first time
speaking before the often-times
raucous Fancy Farm crowd
where he gave ... and received.
Rudolph has served as
Fletcher's finance secretary and
executive secretary then was
tabbed as running mate following Fletcher's falling out with
Lt. Gov. Steve Pence over the
administration's hinng scandal.
Pence openly backed Anne
Northup against Fletcher during
the May pnmary election.
The barbs flung by both
Fletcher and Democratic gubercandidate
natorial
Steve
Beshear continued when the
lieutenant governor candidates
made their way to the podium.
Speaking first and touching on
the issue of expanded gambling,
Beshear
labeled
Rudolph
"Snake-Eyes Steve" and mentioned his unsuccessful bids for
higher:office, including a run for
McConnell's U.S. Senate seat.
As for Beshear's running
Daniel
Mongiardo,
mate
Rudolph said he "put the 'fancy'
in Fancy Farm." While referring
to Mongiardo's engagement to
Allison Patrick, a woman 26
years his junior. Rudolph said
he was glad his daughter got
married a few weeks ago.
Patnck wasn't on the stage
hut stood next to the stage on the
Democrats' side.
Democrats constantly asked
in loud voices: "Where's Steve
Pence?"
Rudolph said the inauguration as a speaker at the Fancy
Farm Picnic means one has to
concentrate a lot more to get the
message across to the crowd.
"You have to be careful and
concentrate more because of all
the heckling, but the heckling
and jeenng didn't seem to be
that bad," he said via telephone
this morning.
Overall, he said the weekend
was a fun one for him, his party
and western Kentucky, which
gets to host thousands of folks
interested in politics and issues.
"You get an opportunity to
hear all the candidates." he said.
"It's a great event for western
Kentucky."
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Dry conditions dangerous to hay
In total, it0-90 acres were
Ridgley said. "The local tanners
some of the equipment.
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
and 100 bales of hay
burned
A big help with haulwere
there
the
owns
Dr. Michael Bobo
Staff Writer
ing water. They prevented it destroyed.
farmland.
K1RKSEY. Ky. — A farmer
from spreading. They tore down
"Fortunately, there was no
Ridgley said the dry condialready affected by the dry
hay bales so they didn't catch on equipment lost. It was just the
wind
some
with
combined
tions
weather conditions was even
fire."
field. But with this drought, hay
more impacted after a fire caused the blaze to spread
CCFR Chief Greg Cherry is critical right now for these
nearly
the
throughout
quickly
100
bales
destroyed
has
said Kentucky Division of
100 acres of open field and the Forestry arrived at the scene farmers," Ridgley said. -They
Satuitiay aftlention.
lost 100 bales of hay. The price
Calloway County Fire- nearby wooded area.
more than two hours after the is way up on that hay. Farmers
—
Thirty-six firefighters
Rescue responded to a fire on
initially
department
fire
are actually feeding winter hay
Backusburg Road about 2 miles including 15 from Farmington _responded, but the state officials
to their cattle now because there
departnever brought a plow. Cherry
west of Kirksey at 2:14 p.m. and Harvey-Brewers fire
is no grass from them graze on."
from
equipment
used
—
ments
of
appreciation
his
emphasized
Saturday. CCFR hoard chairIn addition to the nearby volthe
contain
the farmers who helped contain
man/secretary Terry Ridgley their 20 trucks to
departments,
-fire
unteer
by
assisted
were
also
fire.
the
They
and
fire.
extinguish
who
said the first firefighters
Ridgley said forestry crews Calloway County and Marshall
arrived discovered hay baling neighboring farmers. CCFR left
remained on the scene to ensure County Red Cross chapters
operations caught the bales on the scene at 5:30 p.m.
assisted at the scene.
"We needed everybody," the fire didn't spread.
fire, possibly from a spark from
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KentuckylnBrief
Air quality improving in portions of
eastern Kentucky
eastern Kentucky town

ASHLAND, Ky.(AP)— Citizens in this
are breathing easier these days — literally.
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency approved a state
request to remove Boyd County from a list of counties unable to
meet the eight-hour air quality standard for ozone.
The county was placed on the list in 2004 after failing to meet
the standard between 2001 and 2003. The standard is based on
ozone levels in an eight-hour period.
Boyd County joins Christian County and the Louisville area,
which were taken off the non-attainable list in the last two years.
"Getting taken off the list means the air quality is improving,"
said state Environmental and Public Protection Cabinet spokes- • .
woman Lona Brewer. "It definitely shows the air quality is better
than when those original findings were made."
Getting off the list could also prove to be an economic benefit for.
the area. Businesses who work in areas on the list face tighter regulations and the permit process becomes difficult for companies' •
looking to relocate to the area.

Coal miner who spoke out about
nation
safety claiming discrimi
Kentucky coal miner claims

HARLAN. Ky. tAP) — An eastern
he has been targeted by the Virginia-based company he works for'
because he spoke out against unsafe working conditions at one of.
the company's mines.
Charles Howard, of Rosana, filed a complaint with the federal.
Mine Safety and Health Administration last week saying he was
being discriminated against by Cumberland River Coal Company. .
Howard said he received written warning from the company for .
potentially creating an unsafe work environment when he took a
videotape underground in April.
Howard shared the videotape — which showed unsafe conditions at Band Mill No. 2 mine in Eolia, Va. — at a public hearing
conducted by MSHA in July. The tape showed leaks and cracks in
several seals at the mine.
MSHA inspected the seals shortly after Howard's testimony and
issued two citations to Cumberland River, one for failing to examine the seals prior to the day shift and another for not using seals
designed to impound water.
The complaint against-Howard said ho- violated company, policy ..
by taking photos or video footage of active sites on the company's
property without written consent.

Man convicted of DUI 3 years ago
charged with stalking jurors
convicted of drunken

ERIC WALKER/Ledger & Times

to some 500 gathered at
DEMOCRATIC BREAKFAST: Democratic candidate for attorney general Jack Conway speaks
festivities.
Picnic
Farm
Fancy
Saturday
off
the
kicked
that
breakfast
party
annual
the
for
School
High
Mayfield

Democrats differ on how casino
issue will play in rural Kentucky

MADISONVILLE, Ky. (API — A man
dnving three years ago now faces charges of stalking members of
the jury that convicted him.
John A. Yarbrough, 51, was arrested on Friday and charged with
two counts of second-degree stalking.
Police began investigating Yarbrough after receiving several
complaints from people who served on the jury that found
Yarbrough guilty of driving under the influence in Hopkins County :;
District Court in 2004. He was sentenced to an alcohol treatment:5
program.jail time, fines and had his license revoked for a year.
Yarbrough allegedly went to the homes and businesses of sever-_
al jurors, saying they were tainted and never should have served on'
the jury. One juror told investigators Yarbrovh harassed his family,
and friends, claimed he knew where the juror lived aid the jsit•or's
exercise routine.
A female juror complained Yarbrough followed her home one
night, pulled into her driveway and demanded she watch a video he
said would prove his innocence. When she refused, he then took it
to the woman's place of business.
According to a warrant. Yarbrough even filed open records "
requests with the counties where two jurors were employed, look:- _
ing for personal information about the jurors.

"Quite frankly, that is the
stand in recent weeks, altering gambling will cut both ways. He
his long position of personally said it could cost Beshear some only issue that I hear much
opposing casino gambling but votes in rural areas but gain him about in my district that causes
people to pause in their full-out
saying he'd leave the issue up to support in metropolitan areas.
of Beshear." he said,
support
Beshear
thinks
he
said
Lewis
referengambling
the voters if a
will carry Caldwell County, but adding that he thinks the
dum made it on the ballot.
Republicans took the offen- the casino issue could compli- Democrat will outpace Fletcher
PARIS. Ky. (AP) — Police are investigating the death of a 6sive against casino gaming dur- cate things. He said he wouldn't in his district.
year-old boy who was found in a storage garage at his grandfather's
Cherry, a Beshear supporter, house.
ing the Fancy Farm picnic be surprised if some pastors
weekend in western Kentucky. a come out strongly against casi- noted that the counties in his
The body of the boy was discovered around 7 p.m. Saturday
the evening. The identity of the boy, who is from Winchester, has not
bastion of socially conservative nos before the election, and their district opposed creation of
state lottery years ago, and he
been released. The boy's death has been ruled a homicide by police.
voters. GOP activists handed out voices carry weight.
said there appears to be similar
Detective Maurice Lykins said police have "people of interest"
Fletcher bumper stickers and Tconstituents
his
among
doubts
were planning to search the house. The cause of death has not
and
former
a
Cummins,
Harold
Casinos."
,"No
read
shirts that
year.
released.
this
gaming
been
casino
about
magistrate.
Fletcher derisively dubbed his Caldwell County
a
get
to
efforts
years,
past
In
gamexpanded
for
be
he'd
said
Money
"Easy
opponent as
Steve" in his speech at the pic- bling as a way to ease the bur- casino gambling referendum
nic, and kept up his attack .mes- den on- taxpayers. "We need through the General Assembly
or
rest on its wheels sustaining
sage that casinos would strap something or property taxes are and onto the ballot made little
Report
If Staff
lawmakers.
with
headway
no
can't
you
high
so
get
to
going
Kentucky with greater social
damage.
severe
suffered
man
A Mayfield
Beshear is elected and pushes
ills, including more crime. pay them." he said.
during a oneinjuries
minor
told Calloway County
Ray
But even Beshear's host at for such a referendum next year, vehicle accident on Ky. 280
divorce and bankruptcy.
Deputy Richard Steen
Sheriff's
supCherry's
"I think it's the wedge issue," the Princeton rally. Democratic he can't count on
II Thursday.
the rear end of his
felt
he
that
former state Rep. Mike Cherry. isn't on port.
a
Forgy.
Larry
Corey N. Ray, 20, was west- vehicle lose traction and possiarguments.
1 will listen to
Republican gubernatorial candi- board with Beshear on the casibound on the highway about bly lock up causing loss,offziSnbe against
date and a strong Fletcher sup- no gaming issue _ reflecting but right now I would
eight miles east of Murray shortly after noon when he lost con- trol.
porter, said in an interview. He what Cherry sees as deep reser- it, Cherry said.
Ray suffered injuries to his
trol of his sport utility vehicle on
predicted that "it's going to win vations among his constituents.
curve.
graded
a
arm, face and head and was
left
the election for Fletcher."
He overcorrected the vehicle treated at the scene by Calloway
Beshear has accused Fletcher
when it went off the right shoul- County EMS, but refused transand other Republicans of using
der of the roadway and traveled port to the hospital. The sheriff's
"bogus figures" as a scare tactic.
into the opposite lane and up an department was assisted at the
The Democrat says his proposal
embankment where he lost the
reflects a reality _ that many
scene by Calloway County Fireright. rear wheel. The vehicle
Kentuckians already cross the
Report
rolling over Rescue and Murray Fire
Staff
airborne;
went
then
border to try their luck in casiA Murray man was hospitalized after he
MAY FIELD. Ky.
while in the air and coming to a Department.
nos. That money ought to stay in lost control of his car and hit a tree along Ky. 384 on Sunday afterU
Kentucky. he says. but instead is noon.
going to improve health care.
Kenneth Clapp. 62, was traveling westbound on Ky. 384 when
education and roads in some
he lost control of his 2003 Chevrolet Impala and ran off the road,
Fine
neighboring states.
striking a tree, according to information from the Kentucky State
raCc
Shoes
Bobby Smith. a Beshear sup- Police. KSP Trooper Trevor Pervine responded to the scene at 2:13
Beshear says if elected he
For
p.m. Sunday.
from Munfordville in
porter
would push for a constitutional
Mayfield-Graves County Fire and EMS personnel extricated
1oineis
amendment opening Kentucky south-central Kentucky. said he
Clapp from his car. He was then taken to Western Baptist Hospital
to casinos. He says he wants to doesn't see casino gambling as a
in Paducah. according to police.
limit casino gambling to race- moral issue hut simply as a form
Clapp was wearing his seat belt.
rega
is
Smith
tracks and two to four freestand- of entertainment.
Per'.inc also was assisted by Graves County Sheriff's
ing facilities placed strategically ular at his Baptist church every
Deputy Ben Natividad.
Department
Sunday, and he visits a riverboat
along the state's border.
He estimates the venture casino just across the border in
Top 5 Reasons People Choose Reed Interiors
would generate at least S.5410 Indiana a few times a year. Each
million a year in state revenue time, he secs lots of vehicles
I Thousands of the latest fabrics laterally, thousands;
that he wants to use to improve vh,lth Kentucky tags.
' 2 Stylish drapery hildallie..
1 contribute to the church.
3. Beautiful custom bedding.
education, health care and other
I guess I contribute some to
and
has
lie
4. Custom upholstery(61/ cs
programs
government
S. Intake design services designed 10 01 your budget
said he'd support a local option the casino,' he said while sitting
supBeshear
of
group
Matson!!installer •,, your won
a
with
From dcugn rc .- tor communities.
• - r ,-n. our froendk staff
political
the
Beshear's opponent. incum- porters before
Come check out the Reed infer.= difference /or yourself
picbent Republican Gov. Ernie speeches at the Fancy Farm
1101 Paris Road - Mayfield,
Fletcher. has come out strongly nic on Saturday.
thinks
he
said
Smith
against casino gaming
401 1. 1215 It • 723 5551
Fletcher took the stronger Beshear's position on casino

PRINCETON. Ky. (API Bobby Lewis' support for
Democrat Steve Beshear is
unwavering. hut he has a tactical
concern about how the gubernatorial candidate's support for
limited casino gambling will
play in places like his hometown.
"We're in the Bible Belt,"
said Lewis. a Caldwell County
magistrate, before a rally last
week for the state's Democratic
ticket in the Nov. 6 election. "It
might need to he one of those
items that you didn't jump up on
the bandstand and talk about so
much."
Not everyone at the rally last
Friday in this western Kentucky
town shared Lewis' reservations.
Ron Morgan. a fellow
Democrat from Paducah. said he
thinks Beshear's position on
casinos will win votes in the
Ohio River city, where residents
watch people cross into Illinois
to gamble at a casino in
Metropolis.
"That casino lives off of west
Kentucky and Tennessee." he
said, calling it a financial boon
for Metropolis. He said he'd like
to see a rival casino start up in
Paducah to keep Kentuckians'
money in the bluegrass state.
The expanded gambling
issue has become an enduring
flash point in the governor's

Police investigating death of
6-year-old boy

Wreck injures Mayfield man

Murray man hospitalized
after Sunday accident
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The important *
campus project
In the weeks before Special Session
FRANKFORT. Ky
No 2 of the summer of •07...there almost certainly will be
lobbying on behalf of -university construction prejects to be
added to the legislative agenda Gov Ernie Heldlel sets.
1.lett her said last week he would like some of those projects. including espansion of the University of Loinsvilles
football stadium and extension of a runway at Lexington's
Bluegrass Airport, included in the special
session agenda.
But lkmocratic leaders in the House of
Representatives insist they will agree only
to return to Frankfort to vote on tax incenVeir-TOVU-S1 Nihon triad conversion plant
to be built by Peabody Energy Co
Everything else, they say, can wan until
the regular session in January. when a IICK
2008-2010 budget is prepared and. Democrats hope, Steve Beshear is the new governor replacing Fletcher.
Agree Or
In general. they're correct, although
Not
delays an any eonstructurn project of even
By lucid Duvall six months can mean higher construction
costs down the road.
Syndicated
there is one type of university project.
Colurnont
however. that would not he delayed if the
General Aswikibly had passed legislation sought by the um
%erotic% in recent legislative sessions
that legislation would have allowed university hoards of
trilstees rrid regents to approve debt to pay for campus con
'mincing require' no state GefieraI TUnel
%unction w
money
Current state law requires that any substantial construction
protett at .1 public college or lant.CrOly nit matter h iw it is
financed, must base the approval of the General Assembly
A good esample of the problem is the planned expansion
ersity iii Low s v ilIc stadium to add 21.01M1 seats
of the t
to a maximum capa:ity of Mule than (0,000 people. Its $6s
million in private Jona
million cost is divided between %
million in bonds the university will issue to
lions and Ir
be repaid with revenue tom) expanded ticket sales to fill the
added seats
Not a dime in state tat money will. be used for the pro.)
co yet it has to have the approval of the House and Senate
here
the result is that completion of the stadium expansion
will he delayed until the 2010 football season And even a •
.111.111 increase in construction costs during the delay could
titan J seven-figure increase in the final cost
Opponents of legislation piing universities power to Issue
hoods without legislative approval argue that it us the only
NO to keep tortoni of the amount of debt universities accu
umiak- And the good credit of the commonwealth stands
behind any and all university bond issue.
But the Council on Postsecondary Education is itt the per
feet positron to keep tabs on university debt and require that
ith the kind of leadership
miner-sums use debt responsibly
at the helm of Kentucky 's public universities today. I don't
see the threat of runaway borrowing at any of them
Certainly. when universities must turn to the General Fund
tin all or 'part of the money for campus construction. the
General Assembly should approve the project But when a
university facing a housing c nos needs new dormitory rooms
to he financed exclusisely through student housing fees, it
Mali for 12 IS fna tnt tv, I ii the General
should ma has e
Assembly to go e the okay
It has been a dec ade since legislators followed the lead of
then Gin, Paul Patton and reformed Kentucky 's system of
lllll'urination and set high goals. especially
higher ethic
for the I .1tISCISIt!f ot Kentucky and I mveroty 01 lanais% Ilk
1.1li q• alsoits evict! big Inoney in helping universities
.441,
meet those goal., at least initially
While le g slat'cc e rntimi'writ has vs.incd in mem years.
consuk-r.ible progress has been made and perhaps that cornmoment will be reignited in future years
It seems only fro and reasonable universities ought to he
is en the Ireedinn to decide their own pnonties when it
conics to construction projects that do not involve any fund in'.' '11411 general tat dirllars
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The chatter from Fancy Farm
FANCY FARM. Ky. — Odds, ends
and tidbits from my notebook of Fancy
Fanti weekend
WHAT A WAY TO START THE
DAY Both Democratic and Republican
parties started Saturday with their break
fasts of eggs, country ham, bacon, biscuits and gravy. It offered plenty of
energy to supporters in preparation for
the I 27th annual Fancy Fann plc nit
The Republican breakfast, held at
Grases County High School. drew an
estimated 100-plus crowd with one of,
it not the, largest group of speakers in
the breakfast's history. The lineup was
headlined by (his Ernie Fletcher. Senate
President David V,illiams and candidates
for a number of offices
Estimates pegged more than 500 at
Mayfield High School fin the Democrats. breakfast 'Their speaker's roster
mc hided gubernatorial candidate Stev
Beshear. running male Dan Mongiaido,
House Speaker Jody Richards. Attorney
General Greg Sturnho, treasurer and
Kentucky Democratic Party head
Jonathan Miller. Auditor (..rit Luallen.
and candidates for attorney general
'Jack ('onway). secretary of state (Bruce
Hendrik k son ). treasurer amid Millenhack p and t.trroll Hubbard. who is running against 1st District Sen. Ken Winters, R-MUITay, III 200X.
SEMI-INCUMBENT: That's what
Sen Winters called lieutenant governor
candidate Robbie Rudolph dunng introductions at the GOP breakfast Fletcher
and his 1.1 Gov Steve Pence paned
ways in the midst of the administraCr'.'. alki Fleti. her
tion's hirlflaili
chose RuclAph as his running mate for
the 20117 race
Rudolph isn't a stranger to being
running mate He was Rebecca Jackwins choice in 2001 dunng that year's
primary. then was selected to sent as
Fletcher s finance secretary after Pus
election tie then moved up to execuuse set rctary and has been Fletcher's
nght -hand man
TH(Hl SHALT !sii()T INCRIMINATE
TH1SELF Overall. I'd have to say the
Republicans had the hest one liners.
zingers and harbs at tant s tartn But
one that Beshear LISCS.1 at the breakfast
), 1- arni It
didn't make it tr,
stemmed from the issue tit the removal
of the len Commandments from schools
when tic.heat was Kentucky's attorney
general and the hiring scandal of
Fletcher s administration
Besheat, whose grandfather was a
Baptist lay minister, said the Ten C'onintandments were the basis of his value
system lie said his grandfather told

him that it wasn't
Important where you
hang the Ten Commandments, but it's
important to live by
them.
"If that group in
Frankfort tried living
by them the last four
years, they wouldn't
be in the mess they're
in." Beshear said. "As
governor. I'll follow
the law. Won't that be
Limits
a refreshing change?"
By Eric Walker
But here's the best
Ledger & Times zinger: "Fletcher's got
to understand that the
Editor
Fifth Amendment isn't
part of the Ten Commandments"
MiCONNELL'S STYLE. Still.
Fletcher reached into McConnell's bag
of tncks by visually getting his points
aeons. When speaking of the "political
witch hunt." by Stumbo regarding the
hiring controversy, a woman dressed as
the Wicked Witch of the West from
"The Wizard of Oz" popped up and
moved through the grandstand crowd at
Fancy Fain
When he spoke of the issue of the
Ten Commandments removal when
Beshear was AG, up popped a man
dressed as Moses holding the stone
tables 11 think they were cardboard)
On casino gaming. Fletcher referred
to Beshear as "East Money Steve." and
r sharp-dressed man popped up and
started tossing out poker chips to the
crowd
He even said Beshear's math education for students would end at 21,
referring to Blackjack. On cue, someone
held up a youngster dressed in white
shirt, black vest, how tie and dealer's

AZ"

N, turf

And on gun control, Fletcher said
Beshear would hinder hunter's nghts
and showed a hunter carrying an oversized slingshot
Behind the speaker's platform. GOP
supporters had a large trailer with a
delapidated streen scene titled
"Besheartown" and depicting what supposedly would happen should casino
gambling pass in Kentucky, including
higher divorce rates And forclosures
The theatnes were reminisent of
Fletcher's run against Ben Chandler
when McConnell brought out seven
folks dressed as the seven dwarfs that
supposedly signified "vices" of Chandler
as attorney general
P11 McConnell is generally one of
the more entertaining speakers at Fancy

Farm and he didn't disappoint this year
either.
Reaching the speaker's platform
might before the speaking began Saturday afternoon, he referred to Beshear's
unsuccessful attempts at governor and
his U.S. Senate seat, plus Hubbard's run
for the 1st District State Senate seat, as
the Democrats' recycling program.
He even said the recycling program
included Stumbo's supposed interest in
McConnell's seat and his use of hound
dogs "hunting to fine McConnell.
McConnell used that image effectively
in TV commercials in his I9g4 win
over then-Sen. Dec Huddleston.
McConnell, though, ran out of time
at the poclium — and tacked on -a little
more than a minute extra — then
blamed his abrupt ending on inteniptions from the crowd. Many of the
interuptions came from Republican
applause.
BEST GOP LINES: Not surprisingly.
two-come from the mouth of Sen.
Williams, who served as emcee at
Fancy Farm:
I. "Would you like to adjourn before
we finish?" — to House Speaker Jody
Richards.
2. "I appreciate all my Democratic
friends voting for me for commissioner
of agriculture." — referring to Ag Commissioner Richie Farmer's Democratic
challenger David L. Williams. who did
not speak but had a young ,man in a
red and black tie-dyed T-shirt and baseball cap speak for him.
My personal fay: "Fear the •stache."
-- Republican AG candidate Stan Lee.
COMMENT ON KENTUCKY:
Long-time "Comment on Kentucky" host
Al Smith was recognized by the Fancy
Farm political community. Smith
announced he would retire from his
spot hosting the weekly public affairs
program on KET at the end of the
year.
Smith. himself a longtime journalist,
liked the relationship between reporters
and politicians to youngsters frog-gigging.
"If the politicians are the frogs and
the reporters arc the boys and girls, it's
been fun for the boys and girls and
hell on the frogs."
GAMBLING PAYS OFF: Games of
chance seemed to work in favor of
both Beshear and Mongiardo. Sen.
Williams flipped a coin to see who
would speak first and both Democrats
won and forced Fletcher and Rudolph
to unveil their speeches first. giving
Beshear and Mongiardo time to adjust
their messages.

Delicately distancing from Bush
1101...S StOISES k,wa NPI
The RertiNkati prradertul
walled a delarse line
in their Lae-.t campaign debate,
seeking w Ulf cliSLUILT from
Prrsodera Bush and an unpopuLII NA in Iraq while otlenng
cbange in a new
asstrark.e.
Repuhlkan .sinarirsirAmin
"I can tell you I'm not a
arbiwo cops rit George Bush.rainier Minaschusetta (los Min
Romney said Sinday, even as
he called for a "quip of sup
pon" for troops fightingam tray
The Republican nsals, meet
(inns Urovasity for an
ing
IR

Nre-w"-4xiniiWed Mule,

generally disagreed with 13u.Ks
fundamental foreign policy goal
ill exporting deillIXT&C, //IWO
the worki and quilihkof with the
harming of the wn even *tale
backmg
'Al of tn feel frustr.otk in

2008 ELECTION
By Mike Glover
snetinitS inger Mid sonow."
Anforia Sen. kihn McCain said
of the war 'it was back misrninaged"
They even found mom for
the ChMMaur criticism
moinly powerful role that We
Premien! Dock (limey has
carved out for Imre' in the
HOMY
Bush
'1 woukl be very careful
that evaybody understood dis
there's only one pendent.- said
McCain_
'1 think die president his
over-rehed' on (lierry. said
Kansas Sen San Brawn's&
Some strategists slimmed dist
the movemern us a nonall reaction in die need to establish
Arming voters an independent

praetor. while not riling the
pany's sharply consavative
political base
'Iliere is a combination of
ainnrsta and denial aid dodging
heginnmg to take place as die
war becomes more and more
poltocally unpopular." said Fal
Rogers, a Republican strategist
who is not aligned 'That has
to he balanced with the Republican faithful hang loyal to die
president and respectful of
authonty Ifs Mane The immanent is likely to
continue, while largely refTlaitlnig respectful and poke, others
'Rued
'1 dunk there is no advantage to a Republican antidote
s, personally attack George W

Busk- said GOP strategist
Tucker Bice*, a former highranking Bush aide. -Their as a
natural porlita.,1 advantage to
someone trying to succeed this
president to say how you would
do some dings differently"
Marc Lunpkm, who worked
for Bush's 2000 camptign. said
the gradual shifting is under-stout!
-They need to create some
differences between themselves
And the administration." said
Lampkin -Vve're at a critical
pomt in making sum the
American people are rang
differences.**
-They wanted air between
themselves and Washington.said GOP strategist Frank
Lunn. "Washington is a tram:kola ward in Republican pommy politics
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Mrs. Treva Joy Grogan
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Cory J. McNeely

The funeral for Cory J. McNeely was today t Monday)at II a.m.
in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Rev. Ricky
Cunningham officiated. Burial was in the Union Ridge Cemetery at
Aurora.
Mr. McNeely, 18, U.S. 68E, Benton died Thursday, Aug. 2, 2007.
at 10:14 p.m. His death was from injuries sustained in a vehicle accident on Unity Church Road, Hardin.
He was a laborer and a member of Aurora Christian Church.
He was preceded in death by his grandmother, Liz McNeely, and
his two step-grandfathers, Ron Golder and Steve Anker.
He is survived by his father, Robert McNeely and his wife, Mary,
Hardin; his mother, Angela Cassoday and her husband, Brad,
Mrs. Peggy Cunningham Underhill
Mrs Peggy Cutuunghani Underhill, 51, Birtie Lane, Cadiz, died Atopk.a, Fla.; four sisters, Amber Cassoday of Atopka, and Alaina
Saturday, Aug. 4, 2007. at 2:46 p.m. at Jennie Stuart Medical Center, Vandiver, Melody Vandiver and Patience McNeely, all of Hardin;
three brothers, Chris Cassoday and Nick Cassoday, both of Atopka,
Hopkinsville.
A member of Blue Springs Baptist Church, she and Zach McNeely, Hardin; grandpareMs, James McNeely,.Aurora;
was employed by Kid's World. Cadiz, and had and Linda Walls and her husband. Ken. of Lone Oak; stepgrandparworked at Shady Lawn Nursing Center for 30 years. ents Nick and Kathy Pejoski, Honda.
Preceding her in death were two brothers, Billy
Cunningham and E.H. Cunningham. Born June •.25, Scottie Gene Anglin
The funeral for Scottie Gene Anglin was today (Monday) at II
1956, in Trigg County, she was the daughter of the late John
a.m. in the chapel of the Collier Funeral Home,,Benton. Shannon
. ..
Cunningham and Hazel Johnson Cunningham.
Survivors include her husband, Frankie Underhill; one daughter, Borens officiated. Burial was in the Union Ridge Cemetery at
Mrs. Shannon Thomas and husband, Casey, and one stepson, Kenny Aurora.
Mr. Anglin, 19, Hooper Ridge Lane, Benton, died Thursday. Aug.
Underhill and wife, Roxie, all of Cadiz; five brothers. Don
Cunningham,- Hopkinsville, Jerry Cunningham, Evansville, Ind., 2, 2007, at 11:01 p.m. Marshall County Hospital's emergency_room.
and Charles Ray Cunningham. Ronnie Cunningham and Stevie His death was from injuries sustained in a vehicle accident on Unity
Cunningham, all of Cadiz; two sisters, Mrs. Betty Lawrence, Church Road, Hardin.
An auto by repair man at Ekmny's Body Shop, he was precedLeavenworth, Kan., and Mrs. Bonnie Borens, Dover, Tenn.; three
grandchildren, Kierslyn Thomas, Preston Underhill and Taylor ed in death by his grandmother, Norma Cunningham and his grandfather, Kenny Anglin.
Ward.
Survivors include his parents, Donny G. and Donna Borens, both
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Goodwin
Funeral Home, Cadiz. Burial will follow in the Boyd's Cemetery in of Benton; one brother, Shannon Borens, Murray; five sisters. Gina
Anglin, Michelle Anglin, Casey Borens and Jenny Borens, all of
Trigg County.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 4 p.m. today Benton, and Misty Borens, Hobart, Ind.; his grandparents. Grady
and Elizabeth Borens of Benton.
(Monday).

-

. Mrs. Treva Joy Grogan, 70, Murray, died Sunday. Aug. 5, 2007,
at 9:15 p.m. at her home.
Born Aug. 1. 1937, she was the daughter of the late James
McKinney and Odessa Heath McKinney.
Survivors include her husband. J.D. Grogan, to whom she was
married for 52 years: one daughter, Jennifer Grogan and Ben
Saalwaechter. and stepgrandson, Nickolas Saalwaechter, all of
Murray.
A memorial service and visitation will be Tuesday from 3 to 7
p.m. at Churchill-Imes Family Funeral Home.
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Jesse Lee Giles

I he funeral tor Jesse Lee Giles was Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home. Benton. Gary
Knuckles officiated. Burial was in the Murray City Cemetery.
Mr Giles. 87. Benton. died Thursday. Aug. 2. 2007 His death
was from injuries sustained in an automobile accident.
A veteran of the t Inured States Army Air Corps. he was a member of Brienstsurg Chlirch of ('hnst. He was the son of the late
Robert Fulton Giles and Lydia Lee Giles.
Survivors include his wife. Mrs. Mary Juanita Bays Giles: two
daughters. Debra Knight. Dresden. Tenn., and Lisa Rees. Adel.
Iowa; one grandson: Timothy Koehler. Benton.

Minneapolis faces first
big commuting test
without fallen bridge

Virginia Tech struggles with
remembrances in upcoming
book about college shooting

Dan-ell Wayne Jenkins, 56. Boaz, died Friday. Aug. 3, 2007, at
3:45 a.m. at his home. .
He had retired as a supervisor at the TVA
Shawnee Steam Plant and was president of Young
Men's Organization. A Navy-vetenin, he was a member of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints and Jackson Purchase Rifle & Pistol Club.
BLACKSBURG, Va. (AP)
Preceding him in death were his mother. Eva Charlene Evans
- When the shooting began at
Jenkins. and one daughter, Leah A. Jenkins.
Virginia Tech, a handful of stuSurvivors include his wife, Mrs. Frances Rita Willett Jenkins;
in one locked down news
dents
N.
Anna
and
Tenn.,
Knoxville,
two daughters, Laura E. Anderson,
class burned to their
writing
LaBoon, Fayetteville. N.C. one son. Benjamin W. Jenkins, and one
computers.
Oman
James
father,
his
Boaz;
of
both
Jenkins,
Lydia
grandchild,
The students in professor
Jenkins, Marshall County; three sisters, Teresa Maddox and Gwen
Roland Laz,enby's class began
Jenkins. both of Murray. and Charlotte Hamm, Benton.
The funeral was today (Monday) at 10 a.m. at The Church of reporting on the shootings in
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, Paducah. Bishop Kenneth Woods nearby Norris Hall for planetofficiated. Burial was in the Woodlawn Memorial Gardens with mil- blacksburg.com, a student-run
news Web site.
itary rites at the grave site.
Lazenby and seven student
Expressions of sympathy may be made to American Cancer
Society. 3140 Paris Drive. Paducah, Ky., 42003; St. Jude's Children journalists eventually decided to
Research. 501 Jude Place. Memphis, Tenn.. 38105; or Ronald publish the results of their
McDonald House. 550 S. First St.. Louisville. Ky., 40202.
-reporting, and their book,"April
Tech
Virginia
16th:
Mrs. Sue Ubeer Horn
Remembers," is to be released
Mrs. Sue Libeer Horn, 63, Gladstone. Mo., died Thursday. Aug. Aug. 28.
2, 2007. at her home
But the decision to publish
She was a business woman as a residential care provider, owning the manuscript about the April
R House in Gladstone.
16 shootings was not easy.
Preceding her in death were her mother, Edith Dyke. and two
"There are certain people
brothers. Rick and Larry.
think this book is a good
who
Survivors include her husband. Allen D. Horn, to whom she had
idea. There are other people
Libeer:
Timothy
and
sons.
Larry
two
years:
21
for
been married
who think it is a terrible idea,"
daughter and granddaughters. Rebecca. Haley and Anna Foltz; three
Lazenby said. "Frankly, we
brothers. Leonard Dyke. Warren Dyke and Lonnie Dyke; six sisters,
day of the summer
Mary Wahl. Eva Allen, Dolly Conder, Sandy Clark. Hilda Mattingly spent every
as we prepared this book trying
and Connie Soderstrom; several relatives in Calloway County.
The funeral will be today (Monday) at 11 a.m. in the Park lawn to answer that question."
When an agent approached
Northland Chapel. Liberty, Mo. Burial was in the Glenridge
Lazenby about a book, he and
Cemetery
the students had some reservatoo soon? What
tions. Was
Mrs. Nell Marie Bowers Huddle
Mrs. Nell Marie Bowers Ruddle. 81, Gaither Suites, Paducah, would their peers think?
They agreed to go forward
formerly of Fulton, died Thursday. Aug. 2, 2007, at 8:31 p.m. at
with the project with the underWestern Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Preceding her in death were her husband, William Newton standing that the decision had to
Ruddle; her parents. Ernest Clayton Bowers and Bonnie Dean be unanimous. They had the
Bowers: and one brother, Gene Earl Bowers. She was born June 28. option of voting to archive it in
1926. in Slocomb. Ala.
the university library instead.
She was a member of First Baptist Church. Fulton, where she
"It was probably one of the
taught Children's Church and worked in the nursery.
hardest things I've ever had to
Survivors include two daughters, Mane Hamilton and Faye do in my life," said 20-year-old
Pittman. both of Paducah; one son, Ed Ruddle, Plano. Texas; two Suzanne Higgs, who worked on
grandchildren, Chris Carver. Alexander, Va.. and Taylor Ruddle. the book and was one of the stuPlano: one sister. Mrs. Betty Reeves; four brothers, Gerald Bowers dents reporting from Lazenby's
and Robert Bowers. both of Dothan, Ala.. Kenneth Bowers, classroom on April 16. "But I
California, and Larry Bowers. Esti! Springs, Tenn.: sister-in-law,
felt it needed to be done."
Mrs. Lillian Ruddle Gilbert. Murray; several nieces and nephews.
The decision to write the
The funeral will be today (Monday) at 1:30 p.m. in the chapel of
about a student's killing of
book
offiwill
Summerlin
Dan
Dr.
Milner & OR Funeral Home, Paducah.
32 people has been met with
ciate. Burial will follow in the Pleasant View Memorial Gardens.
some criticism.
Fulton.
Higgs received a verbal lashfrom a victim's roommate.
ing
Gilson
Agnes
A memorial service for Mrs. Agnes Gilson was Sunday at 4 p.m. who called her insensitive.
at First Christian Church. Murray. Dr. Charles Rolen officiated. J. H. Some have suggested Lazenby
and the students are seeking to
Churchill Funeral Home was in charge of arrangements.
Mrs. Gilson. 74. Olive Street. Murray. died Thursday. Aug. 2. profit from a tragedy. Others
2007. at 7:30 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital's emer- feel the community's pain is still
too raw for a book.
gency room.
But the students said they
Before retiring, she worked as a registered nurse. She received
her bachelor of science degree at Murray State University and was a stand by their decision, which
member of First Chnstian Church.
they say was driven partly by a
Her husband. Richard Gilson. died in 1972. Also preceding her in desire to honor the victims.
death were one sister. Edna Olson, and one brother. Harold Olson.
Their book does not investiShe was born June 9. 1933. in Kouts, Ind.
the events leading up to that
gate
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Lauren Brasile and hus- day, nor does it assign blame.
band. Mark. Ononville. Mich.; one son, Greg Gilson. Murray; two Instead, in a series of narratives
grandchildren. Matthew Brasile, (ktonville. and Joe Gilson. submitted by students, faculty
Murray: one sister. Mrs. Lillian Dedmond. Northfield. III.: two and community members, it
brothers. Glen Olson and wife. Tina. Murray, and Algol Olson and tells the story of April 16 and its
wife, Virginia. Francesville, Ind.

APRIL 16th:
VIRGINIA TECH
REMEMBERS
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In this photo released by
Booth Media Group. Inc., the
cover of the first book to be
published about the Virginia
Tech tragedy "April 16th:
Virginia Tech Remembers,"
written by a Virginia Tech
professor and several journalism students, is set for
release on Aug. 28.
aftermath through the eyes of
those who experienced it firsthand.
More than a third of the book
is reserved for victims' profiles,
and a portion of the proceeds
will go to a fund for the victims'
families. The students also felt
they could approach the subject
with greater sensitivity than outsiders could.
Although much of the information in the book has already
been reported, its oral history
format provides a fresh perspective. The horrible moments
inside Norris Hall and in hospitals are recounted by those who
survived them.

"As the barrel of the gun and
the shooter's eyes moved back
across the room, he briefl
stopped on me," wrote Derek
O'Dell. who was shot by SeungHui Cho inside Norris.
"I saw into his eyes, his face
darkened by the shadow from
his maroon cap." O'Dell continued. "They seemed completely
black and there appeared to be
them.
behind
emptiness
Sometimes you can look into a
person's eyes and see their life
story and the hardships they've
encountered. With his there was
nothing." Other gut-wrenching
narratives are from those who
waited inside The Inn at Virginia
Tech for word on their missing
loved ones.

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) --After a day of public grieving,
the people of Minneapolis
began the task of trying to commute without a major bridge and
freeway.
Across the region. Sunday
was a day of prayer for the five
known dead and the missing in
Wednesday's bridge collapse.
But this morning was a day of
trying to return to something
- including
like normal_
removing debris -from the
Mississippi River.
"It will be tough work but
work,"
sensitive
also
Minneapolis mayor R.T. Rybak
said on CBS's "Early Show"
this morning.
Since the Interstate 35W
bridge collapsed, traffic patterns
have been reconfigured and a
state highway converted into a
temporary freeway to help prevent major bottlenecks.
Other new diversion plans
have been introduced since
Wednesday. including changing
the timing of traffic signals. creating new turn lanes, closing
access roads and adding buses.
The city encouraged carpooling
and asked commuters to leave
home earlier than usual if possible to stretch out the morning
rush hour and ease congestion.
The Interstate 35W bridge
carried up to 140,(XX) vehicles a
day. Highway 280 has been designated as the Primary replacement route for the eight-lane
bridge and traffic coming in
from the northern suburbs.
Divers were scheduled to
head back into the Mississippi
River Monday for a fifth
straight day of searching for

eight missing victims. They
have also requested help front
FBI and Navy dive teams.
State transportation officials.
meanwhile, planned to begin
preparing for the removal of
cars and debris from the disaster
site.
On Sunday night. an estimated 1,4(X) people gathered at St.
Mark's Episcopal Cathedral for
an interfaith service that included responsive readings and
singing by the church choir.
The Rev. Peg Chemberlin.
executive director of the
Minnesota Council of Churches,
told the crowd that though they
came in "shared anger and
anguish," the city had rallied in
crisis.
"les important that we stand
together and say. 'Minnesota,
your heart is full of courage and
compassion,"' She said.
-The heroes in this moment,
like the tears, are many." she
said.
Gov. Tim Pawlenty said that
the public prayers marked the
start of a period of healing.
"We're here to begin the
process of restoration." he said.
Ahmed Saha! !idle. father of
Sadiya Saha'. a pregnant nursing student who was missing
with her toddler daughter. was
joined by about two dozen other
Somali Muslims in brief prayers
Sunday night at the Brian Coyle
Community Center.
They prayed for the protection of the searchers and the
speedy recovery of the missing.
They also announced the Somali
community will hold a public
memorial service for :ill the victims Friday.
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Robin Schroeder. a co-worker of Patrick Holmes, who died in
the Interstate 35W bridge collapse, hugs Patrick's aunt
Nancy Rettner, at his visitation outside the Holcomb-HenryBoom funeral home in Shoreview, Minn. Sunday.
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Chrisman awarded
Hurley scholartship at
Murray State University
Chases Chrisman, a 2007
graduate of t'alloway County
High School. has been awarded the James L Hurley Construction Scholarship to attend
Murray State University.
the scholarship is available
to students that are niajonng
in tool engineenng
Chrionan is the son of Roger
and Lisa Chrisman of Murray
lie is maionng in construction engineering technology at
Murray State,
While in high school, Chris- - 1113/1--cerved as .cer-taptairr ofthe baseball and football teams.
Ile was a member of the Pep
Club, Future Business LeadChase Chrisman
ers of America and VICA. tie
was on the honor roll and ments in Spanish I and Carre,els ed awards for his achies e • 'lenity III Lld55Cs_

7s, //, Announcementy
Gavin Warren McDougal
Sit arid Mrs ltwy McDougal of Ili kory (trove K. ad, Minn.
Are the parents of a son. Gavin Warren McDougal, horn on
Saturday. July7 t4-24f7. at Murray -Calloway County Hospital
Die baby weighed h pounds three ounces and measured 19
1/2 inches The mother is the former Jennifer Taber. A sister,
is Faith Houston
Grandparents are Jerry and Dav a labers of Kirksey and
Murray
RCIIJC MLIN•Ugal

Christophe awarded
Nelson scholarship
State
A Junior in the nursing migrant. Christophe is a former
resident of New Orleans. La
She 'charted to 11,1unay after
Ilunitane Katrina
While in New Orleans, she
worked as a licensed practical
nurse and a registered nurse
preceptor at fulane Unisersity
Hospital and IIMI.

lhanne Chnstophe has been
a 1A aided the Charkate lust her
Nelson St. hltiJiShip tit attend
Murray state I nisersits
The wholarship is awarded
r, non ti ash ti4 iliaI students
tihmaing in nursing
Uhrostophe is the daughter
of Donald and Legertha
Chnstophe of Murray She is
mowing in nursing At Murray

LadlesoffilurrayCountryClub
'The Lathes of the Murray
Country Club will play golf
on Wednesday at 9 a.m. at the
club with Teresa Betts AS hostess
Anyone not listed may come
and be paired at the tee. Cancellations should be made to
753-9430 The line-up is as
follows:
Tee 1 - Betty J. Purdom,
Jennifer Crouse, Teresa Betts
and lnus Orr,
Tee 3 - Peggy Shoemaker,
Freda Steely. Ve Sevems and
Norma Frank:
Tee S - Sue Outland, Patsy
Greene and Linda Burgess:
Tee ft - Manlyn Adkins,

Sheila Henry, Pat Miller and
Patsy Chaney,
Tee 9 - Ann Stanley, Patsy
Oakley and Rainey Apperson.
Tee 10 - Betty Stewart.
Susan Johnson and Barbara
Gray.
Winners of golf play with
Barbara Gray AS hostess were
as follows:
Championship flight - Debbie Nixon;
First flight - Cyndy Cohoon;
Second flight - Barbara Gray;
Third flight - Marilyn
Adkins;
Nine hole flight - Rainey
Apperson and Helen Dunn

laillesof Ilie0aks
The Ladies of the Oaks I at the club have been released
Country Club will play golf as follows
Championship flight - Faye
on Wednesday morning at the
club with Della Miller and Car- Brundige/Linda Brann. first;
First flight - Betty Jo Purolyn Greenfield as hostesses.
Sign-up is not necessary. All doin/Linda Burgess. first place.
Pat
flight
Second
members are encouraged to
Vincent/Linda McDade, first
attend.
Ladies Tuesday Night Golf place;
Third flight - .Jennifer
will be played at 5:30 p.m. Tues('rouse/Peggy Noel, first place:
day at the club.
Fourth flight - Melva HatchWinners of the Betty Sheper/Patsy Neale. first place.
ard Golf Tournament held Aug

Woods honored at party _
on his first birthday
Jarod Thomas Woods celebrated, his first birthday on
July 14 with a party at the
Ellis Center, Murray.
Decorations were of the traditional "Happy Birthday"
theme_ Attending were 30 family members and friends.
Jarod was born July 10,
2(816. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He is the son
of Woody and Christine Woods
and brother of Jacob. of Murray.
His grandparents are Paul
and Maxine Woods of Murray
and Steve and Linda Hayden
of Almo
Great-grandparents are Red
and Lois Woods of Murray

hunt, a chance to meet the of activities tor all ages. but
horses. oxen training, and more is especially geared for ages
-This is a wondertul oppor- 5-12. Ilse activities are ongotunity tor hi liken to learn about ing from 9.30 a.m. to 4 p.m
farm hie in the I MSOs They Discover the Animals Scavenger
Hunt at 9.30 am -12 noon and
will spend the day panicipat
ing iti hands on programs and 1 to 3 pm. Meet the Horses at 12 noon. and attend Oxen
;Metac ling with the farm alll
Mal It is going to he a tun Training School at 3 p.m Offislay tot the whole family." cials suggest allowing at least
comments Cindy Larls, special sine hour for participation
Program admission fee is
es ent s i Ottlfdineani
Pat k a panic lunch. bring $1 per person, ages 4 and
sour AIM-NC alad sollIC leady under are free I-or more information. contact LBI. at 270tor a day 01 fun and disco.
This program is
! the day Mkt. J varlet, 924-21M it I
Cr
ret•ommended for Home Edu-

To find out
what's
happening
in your
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Underdog
PG '6:55 - 8:55
No Reservations
PG • 7:25 - 9:45
INmPrainatelialudllarn
PG13 - 7:30 - 9:50
The Simpsons Movie
Pt;13 - 7:15 - 9:20
The Bourne Ultimatum
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P613 - 7 I() - 9 Sr,
Hairspray
PG - 7 00 • 9:30
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Bowling leagues for youth tages 3-211
and Adult are being formed now for the
fall season at Corvette Lanes.
Leagues are certified through the United States Bowling Congress where you can
earn awards and recognition or achievements while having fun. No previous experience is necessary.
For more information, visit the website
at
www.murrayusbc.org, e-maill
at
bowl4murrayusbc.org, or call Donna Darlo's
Datebook nell at 759-9246 or Corvette Lanes at 753By Jo Burkeen 2202.
Community
Al-Anon meeting Tuesday
Editor
Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 730 p.m.
at First United Methodist Church Please enter from the southside rear door located near the playground. The only requirement is that there he a problem of alcoholism or addiction in
a relative or friend.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at 1628 West Main St., Murray, next to St.
John's Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or 1877-447-2004.

Bingo planned Tuesday
The Knights of Columbus sponsor Bingo Tuesday from 6:30
to 9 p.m. at the building at 332 Squire Rd., Murray. Funds
from the Bingo help support local, national and international
charities. For more information call 293-7061.

Murray Chapter of TOPS. #616 will meet Tuesday from 9
to 10 a.m. at First Christian Church, II North Fifth St., Murray. 1Note change in place) Visitors are welcome. For more
information call Joyce at 753-9080 or 227-4625.

Murray Singles will meet
Murray Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m at the
Calloway County Public Library. For information call Pat at
489-2909 or Mike at 293-6043.

Lynn Grove class plans reunion
Lynn Grove High School Class of 1957 will have a reunion
on Saturday. Sept. IS. at 3 p.m at the lake home of Tom and
Susan McNeely. The deadline for reservations is Saturday, Aug.
II. To make reservations call Martha West Outland at 7535624 or Lynda Taylor Cooper at 753-5677 or 293-2120.

Jarod Thomas Woods

cators
Land Between The Likes is
managed by the USDA Forest
Service, in partnership with
Fnends of LBL. to provide
public lands outdoor recreation
and environmental education.
We entourage visitors to review
our website at www.lbl.org each
season. and throughout the season, for the Calendar of Events
and updates on programs and
policies Additional LBL information is available by calling
I-800-LBL-7077 or 270-9242(0)

Crafton awarded two
scholarships to Murray
State University
Nathan ('rat ton. a 2006 graduate of Murray High School.
has been awarded the Donald
1 Leitch Memorial Scholarship and the Mar) MOOR Lassiter Scholarship to attend Murray State University
The Leitch scholarship is
available to students that are
maturing in accounting
Ric Lassiter scholarship is
available to business majors

who hold a 3() GPA and are
active an organuations within
their field of study. Preference
is given to residents of Calloway and Marshall counties
in Kentucky
While in college. Crafton has
been a member of the National Society of Collegiate Scholars, Alpha Lambda IkIta.
Sigma Alpha Lambda and Phi
Eta Sigma

Only 2.06 inches of rain
recorded in Murray by
weather observer
Only 2 Oh inches of rain were
recorded for the month of July
by John Ed Stott. local offiweather
cial
government
observer
Rainfalls were as follows
N on July I. 14 on July
5. 05 on July 6, 311 on July
10. II on July II. 104 on
July 20. and .05 on July 28.
Fog was recorded on July
5 and thunder on July 19 and

TOPS # 'Ky. 623 Chapter will meet Tuesday at 5 p.m. at
First Christian Church fellowship hall, Ill North Fifth St.
Weigh-in will be from 5 to 5:30 p.m. For information call
Tracey at 227-587.

TOPS Chapter will meet

•
Theatnes
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Bowling Leagues will begin
soon at Corvette Lanes

TOPS Group will meet

The Homeplace presents special program
GOLDEN POND ky
Land Between The Lakes
Area 11.111.1
National Rek
will host -Children., 1-estisal
Oist over the ['Anil Animals'
Saturday, Aug 1M
Step back in time and ewe
riente the role sit farm ant
mak on an 1850's faintly farm
On Saturday. The Ilomepletc
proside• An opportunity for
today's thild to discover the
important e of farm animals for
both wt•ik and tompamonship
to the 18s4l s children Attis•
ities will include A wasenger

\I

21)
The average rainfall for this
year is 25 31 inches which is
6 86 inches below the average
rainfall of 11 17 inches
A high temperature of 96
degrees was recorded on July
19 and a low temperature of
59 degrees was recorded on July
23 Average temperatures for
the month were a high of 88
degrees and a low of68 degrees

FEAT meeting will be Tuesday
FEAT (Families for Effective Autism Treatment) of Western
Kentucky will meet Tuesday at 6 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital.
Paducah. The speaker will address tips for a successful back
to school transition and ideas for positive parent-teacher communication and partnership. For more information contact FEAT
at featofwkyrOgmail.com.

Temple Hill Lodge will meet Tuesday
Temple Hill Lodge 276 of Free and Accepted Masons will
meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the lodge hall on Ky. Hwy. 464
east of Almo, according to Jason Prescott. master of the lodge.
who urges all Masons to attend.

CCMS plans softball tryouts
Calloway County Middle School Softball try-outs will be
Thursday and Fnday from 3:30 to 5:30 p.m. at the Calloway
County High School softball field. For more information call
Coach James Pigg at 759-2145.

MWC board will meet
The Executive Board of the Murray Woman's Club will
meet tonight at 630 at the club house. All chairs and board
members arc urged to attend.

Dexter-AImo meeting tonight
Dexter-Almo Heights Water District will meet tonight at 7
at the district water office at 351 Almo Rd., Almo.

Fire Protection District to meet
Calloway County Fire Protection District will meet tonight
at 6 at the No I fire station of Calloway County Fire-Rescue on East Sycamore Street. Murray

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
offer vision/glaucoma screenings and blood pressure and pulse
checks today from 12:30 to 3 p.m. at Save-A-Lot, Murray.

Murray Lodge will meet
Murray Lodge #105 of Free and Accepted Masons will meet
tonight at 7:30 at the lodge hall Bobby Hale, master, urges
all members to attend

Support group will meet
Death of a Parent Support Group will meet tonight at 7
This is a support group for people who have lost one or both
parents due to death and to help each other through the hard
times For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129

District workshop on Wednesday
The workshop for the First District of Kentucky Federation
of Women's Clubs will be Wednesday from 8 109 a.m. to 3
p m at the Murray Woman's Club house with Martha C'rafton.
Murray. district governor, in charge There is no charge. but
luncheon reservations at SIO per person must be made with
Pat McMullin

Football season tickets now on sale
Reserved seats for Murray High School Football Season
tickets started sales Thursday. Ticket holders may drop by the
high school or call 753-5202 during school 'hours to reserve
your tickets Murray High School will host its annual fall
sports kickoff beginning at 7 p.m on Aug. 11 at Ty Holland
Stadium All fall sports tickets will be available at the kickoff
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Calloway OK'd
7
for emergency
haying, grazing
LEXINGTON, Ky. — Conservation Reserve Program (CRP)
acreage in Calloway County is now eligible for emergency
haying and grazing. Jeffery S. Hall, state executive director,
announced that farmers who are interested in haying or grazing CRP acreage must complete a written request and receive
written approval before haying or grazing takes place.
"This measure will provide CRP participants more flexibility to provide additional hay or forage for livestock in droughtaffected counties," said Hall.
CRP is a voluntary program that offers annual rental payments and cost-share assistance to established long-term resourceconserving cover on eligible land. To be approved for emergency haying or grazing, a county must have suffered at least
a 40 percent loss of normal moisture and forage for the preceding four-month qualifying period.
Only livestock operations located within approved counties
are eligible for emergency haying or grazing of CRP acreage.
CRP participants who do not own or lease livestock may rent
or lease the grazing privilege to an eligible livestock farmer
located in an approved county. Producers with CRP acreage
that is hayed or grazed will be assessed a 10 percent 'reduction in their annual rental payment.
For additional information or to request approval, contact
the Calloway County FSA Office, 88 Robertson Road South,
Murray. KY 42071 or call 753-1781.

-

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times

State University's Bill Cherry Expo
Calloway County Extension Office 4-H Poultry Judging was held Wednesday at Murray
specialist with the University of
extension
,
Pescatore
Tony
left:
from
are,
molting,
bird
for
a
Center. Pictured, above, checking
Horwood, a junior at Calloway
Colin
and
Kentucky; Audree Harper, a fifth-grade student at Southwest Elementary School;
County High School.

South: The Biofuel Breadbasket?

It

4

TIFTON.Ga.(AP)— The brightly painted vehicles lined up outside the Southeastern Bioenergy Conference seemed like
they were built to run off of a suburban
grocery list.
There was the newspaper delivery car
that runs on corn. The sedans that run
on peach and watermelon juice. And the
gleaming tractors fueled by peanuts, poultry fat, soy and cotton.
All were on display at the annual convention, which attracted hundreds of biofuel entrepreneurs, industry analysts and
government officials looking for ways for
the Southeast to emerge as a rival to the
Midwest as the nation's biofuels breadbasket.
"There's tremendous potential for Georgia and the Southeast to become a hub
for alternative fuels." said Bill Boone,
the director of Georgia's Agriculture Innovation Center and lie of the conference
organizers. "People are out there looking
for a place to invest their money. The
question is how we deal with them."
The three-day conference tries to provide them with an answer.
At information sessions. scientists touted fuel blends they hoped could prove
both economic and efficient, while state
agencies explained to venture capitalists
how they could apply for tax breaks and
grants. Bands of investors ventured Through
rows of tables and listened to pitches
from environmental lawyers, bureaucrats
and startup companies on how best to
spend their money.
The nation's biofuel market has long
centered on the Midwest. where corn
growers make up the backbone of a mature
ethanol industry. But as technology yields
new w4s to extract energy out of biomass — from wood chips and sawdust
to fruit waste — the South sees an opportunity.
"We're moving from the Grain Belt to
the Biomass Belt And the Southeast in
general has a lot of biomass potential,"
said Jill Stuckey, Georgia's director of
alternative fuels. '
Southern states have already shown signs
ot opening their arms to alternative fuels.
spurred in part by gas shortages after
Hurricanes Rita and Katnna led to a sharp
rise in fuel prices.
Georgia Gov. Sonny Perdue pitched a
plan this week to create a corridor of
alternative fuel pumps along Interstate 75
and .recently announced a $225 million
venture to build the first wood-based ethanol
plant in the state.
Mississippi now offers up to $6 million in incentives to ethanol or biodiesel
plants built in the state, while Tennessee's
governor has supported spending $70 million of the state budget to develop alternative fuels
Alabama is switching its fleet of vehicles to run on ethanol. and Honda Gov.
Charlie Cnst has set stringent emissions

KSB elects new
officers for 2007-08
PRINCETON, Ky. — The Kentucky Soybean Promotion
Board elected new officers for the 2007-08 year at the July
summer board meeting held at the Lake Barkley State Park.
The newly elected officers accepted their responsibilities immediately.
Jack Trumbo of Shelby County will serve as chairman. Not
only does Trumbo serve his area on the checkoff board but he
is also a Kentucky Director on the American Soybean Association board. He is active in his county Farm Bureau and
local Soybean Advisory Committee. Trumbo was also recognized this past winter for nine years of service on the Kentucky Soybean Association.
He and wife Gwyn farm soybeans, corn, wheat and straw
in Simpsonville.
"I'm looking forward to a challenging year in the soybean
industry." Trumbo con,tinued, "We have a strong board and
team of leaders that I trust will ensure continued investment
in projects that will affect all of Kentucky soybean farmers."
Dennis Clark represents Graves County by taking the vicechairman office for 2007-08. Clark also serves as President for
He is involved on the
the Kentucky Soybean Association.
Southern Soybean Research Board and has served on his county's Farm Service Agency board.
Being on the KSPB board. Clark says, "It is my goal and
responsibility to represent each farmer in this area to the best
of my ability and insure that all farmers are positively affected by the soybean checkoff."
George Martin, the newly elected Secretary/Treasurer, also
represents Hopkins County. Martin represents Kentucky on the
United Soybean Board and has over 30 years experience within the soybean industry. He is also involved with KARDA.
Hopkins County Farm Bureau and serves on the Kentucky Ag.
Heritage Board. Due to his involvement with the board, he
can benefit other soybean farmers by allowing others to know
Island
about the happenings and advancements available.
View Farm consists of soybeans, corn and grain sorghum. He
and wife Linda live in Nebo.
The Kentucky Soybean Promotion Board is made up of
appointed producers from across the state that oversees the
investment of the state checkoff. For more information on
your state checkoff or the directors that represent you, visit
www.kysoy.org.
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A supporter talks to Kentucky Commissione rof Agriculture
Richie Farmer during the Republican breakfast at Graves
County High School Saturday.
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DEAR DR. GOTT: I AM tag medicine for osteoporosis.
wnting to tell you how your I still use the castor oil twice
column has changed the qual- a day.
So you see, you have made
ity of my life for the better.
I have always enjoyed read- my life so much better in the
ing the questions and have "little things" that make up
admired your good, conunon- our daily lives. thank you!
sense Please keep up the good work.
DEAR READER: I am suranswers. I
cut a lot of pnsed that your pain respondthem out to ed to castor oil and not to the
keep as a other types of therapy, so I'm
reference — publishing your letter as a
in particular. service to other readers. Topthe castor oil ical castor oil is certainly the
applied top- least expensive option. Keep
for it up.
ically
To give you related inforDr. Cott arthritis.
My lower mation. I am sending you a
back has a copy of my Health Report
By
Dr Peter Gott degenerated "Managing Chronic Pain."
disc and was Other readers who would like
causing rite a lot of pain. My a copy should send a long.
DEAR ABBY: I have been
primary care physician referred self-addressed, stamped envewith my boyfriend for two
me for physical therapy, which lope and $2 to Newsletter, PO
parents
my
met
year. He has
167, Wickliffe, OH 44092.
and I have met his, but our „ was too
• expensive at $30 per Box
co-pay, three times per week. Be sure to mention the title.
parents hase never met each
I also consulted my sister's
other.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My
chiropractor. X-rays in hand,
Every time we try to get
and was again told it would doctor has recommended that
them together, they seem to
take six to eight weeks of I use Forteo to treat a bonehave some excuse not to. My
treatment, three times a week, density problem. I am a healthy
boyfriend and I recently moved
and a $30 co-pay per visit. 84-year-old and feel that selfan together and threw a small
Plus, I was leery of the manip- injecting myself to the tune
housewarming party. We invitulation involved. Then I was of S600-plus a month is a bit
ed both of our families, and,
referred to an orthopedic doc- drastic. What is your opinion
of course, like we knew they
tor who gave me a cortisone- of this treatment?
would, one family showed up
DEAR READER: I believe
type injection in my lower back,
and then left before the other
at your age. Forte° is
that,
a
After
results.
fair
only
with
arrived.
year. with four injections. I tried not indicated unless a bone
I want us all to know each
the castor oil, morning and density exam has confirmed that
other because I can definitely
night, faithfully. That was a year you have severe osteoporosis
see myself spending the rest
and.,a half ago. I am comfort- or that you have compression
of my life with this mail., bist
able - in' inY daily activities and fractures in your spine. Ask
I don't know how to get it to
am able to sleep without much your doctor to suggest other
happen! What should I do? pain. I do try to sit straight options, such as Actonel or
- BAFFLED IN LOUISVILLE
not twist my lower back. Boniva.
and
BAFFLED:
DEAR
To give you related inforI often use a pillow for supAnnounce your engagement.
port at night. Most of the time mation. I am sending you a
That may be what your parI am pain-free for walking, copy of my Health Report
ents -- and his -- are waiting
gardening and housework. I "Understanding Osteoporosis."
for.
MD.
ant 72 years old and am takDEAR ABBY: Last year,
for our 13th anniversary, I
bought my wife a pair of diamond earrings (about 1 total
Wolff creased to the heart ace
North dealer.
carat). The only thing I did
and led the diamond queen, covered
Neither side vulnerable.
were
they
that
was
mention
not
by the king arid ace The jack of
NORTH
beans was then cashed, producing
man-made diamonds and cost
•Q 9 7
this position:
•().1 96
only about one-fourth of the
North
•A 9 3
real thing.
•9
41144 9 5
Abby. she lost the earrings
3
9
•
iAr
WEST
•Q 5
on a recent trip and is heart+1442
•A.11053
FT ast
Wee
WK 10.3
tIP 7 4 2
broken. I hate to see her feel
•
•10 5
0542
•K 10 6
this guilty. I want to tell her
+101474
•10 6
+101174
•K6
the truth. hut I'm torn because
OK 6
sou-rH
I'm
South
I don't want her to think
•K 6
•i 8 7
WAR 5
cheap for getting her manA
•
•Q J8 7
made diamonds instead of real
Neil came the nine of hearts.
I2
•AJ
ones. -- TO TELL OR NOT
Last and South each discarding a
The bidding:
club while poor West found himself
TO TELL IN HOUSTON
West
South
East
Such
in dire straits. If he parted with a diaPass
1 NT
Pass
Pass
DEAR TO TELCACIR NOT
mond or a club, South would Score
; NT
TO TELL: There is a way
the game-going tnck in whicheser
Opening cad jack of spades
for you to expiate your guilt.
This deal occurred in the 1984 suit West discarded, And if he let go
Buy your wife another pair of
World learn Olympiad in the of a spade, declarer could allied to
qualifying-round match between the lose a dtamond to the ten to guaranearrings -- and this time make
two teams that for the prcs ious tee the contract.
thing.
real
the
them
IN practice. West discarded a diaquarter-century had dominated
(PS. Because of your wife's
mond. whereupon Wolff cashed the
bridge, the United States and Italy
track record, be smart and
(hi this occasion, the ,Amencans eas- diamond lack and finished with 10
ily won the 20-deal encounter, with tricks in all
insure them I
At the other table, the play to the
the hand shown contnbuting signififirst six tncks was identical Rut after
cantly to the victory
•••
the Q-K-A of diamonds, the Italian
Wises Bobby Wolff of the I S
Dear Abby is written by
was declarer at three notrump, hc declarer did not cash his hearts
Abigail %an Buren. also
won the spade lead with the king and Instead, he elected to finesse the nine
led a heart to the queen Last won of diamonds, and when West won
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and returned a spade to West's ace. and cashed his spades, South was
and was founded by her mothgive the 1 S a 480and a thin) spade went to dummy's down 441C
er. Pauline Phillips.
point gain on the deal
queen

sage. I spoke with Capt. David
Havard of the Los Angeles
SPCA, who kindly provided
the following information:
'Leaving a dog in a can can
be considered neglect or abuse.
There are laws governing cruelty to animals, and enforcement of those laws would fall
under local jurisdiction.'
So, readers, if you see a
pet left in a parked car, the
first thing to do would be to
alert security personnel for the
parking lot. And if the lot has
no security personnel on duty.
notify the police. Leaving a note
on the offender's car is not
enough, because the poor animal could be dead by the time
the owner returns.
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WASHINGTON 6, ST. LOUIS 3

BACK TO SCHOOL BASH

Diamonds
shine in
sunlight
HEAT, HUMIDITY
DIDN'T PROHIBIT
BASEBALL ACTION
Staff Report
The weekend's heat and humidity
made many outdoor activities prohibitive, but the sweltering temperatures
could not beat down the action on 14
baseball diamonds throughout the
region.
The fifth annual USSSA Back to
School Bash rolled to a successful
Sunday conclusion, marking the end
of the local youth baseball campaign.
Among the 60 participating teams
from five states, the club sponsored
by Hill Electric of Murray made the
best local showing with a championship effort in the varsity (16-under)
division of the Bash. Hill topped the
Middle Tennessee Mudcats 7-6 in. the
title game at Murray State's Reagan
Field.
Team Blaze (II-under) and the Murray Jaguars (12-under) also celebrated
with excellent weekends, but both had
to settle for runner-up honors in their
-respective age divisions.
The Blaze ran out of gas in the
'final inning as the Henry County (Tenn.)
Hurricanes rallied for a 12-11 win in
the final game of the weekend. The
Jaguars saw their comeback bid fall
just short in their 8-7 loss to the Redbirds, also from Paris, Tenn.
The Murray Bucs' 9-under and II under teams both took home trophies
in consolation bracket championships.
The 9-under club posted a 5-1 win
over the Martin (Tenn.) Diamondbacks,
and the 11-under Bucs topped the Crittenden County Rockets 17-10 in their
finale.
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WASHINGTON (AP) — When the
season began. the Washington Nationals appeared to be headed for at least
100 losses. When they were 9-25 on
May 9, that looked like a safe bet.
It no longer does.
Sunday's 6-3 win over the St.
Louis Cardinals was the Nationals'
, sixth straight — their best winning
I streak in more than a year.
"I expected even better things than
this," said Manny Acta, the Nationals' first-year manager. "We've still
got two months to go and guys are
playing good baseball."
Washington is now 51-60 — a
half game behind the Honda Marlins — and Acta is hoping that the
team can somehow finish at .500.
That may be possible if Ryan ZimTAB BROCKMAN Photo
merman keeps up his stellar performTeam Blaze left-hander Jacob ances.
Underhill delivers a pitch in the
Zimmerman broke his bat when
championship game of the 11 -under
division of the fifth annual Back
to School Bash, held in Murray PG k
over the weekend. Team Blaze fell
to the Henry County (Tenn.) Hurricanes 12-11 in the title contest.

Ray King(1-0)threw only one pitch
A dejected Franklin, who allowed
he hit a tie-breaking single in the eighth
inning and Dmitri Young added a four runs and seven hits in just 1 I- and induced Yadier Molina to hit
two-run double to gave the Nation- 3 innings in the two losses this week- into a double play that ended the
end; tried to infer .that the Nationals eighth. King got his first win since
als their win.
April 15 last year for Colorado against
With the score 3-3, Nook Logan were simply lucky.
Chad Corder() pitched
Philadelphia.
sinbunt
a
led off the eighth with
"And again he gets a hit, so I
his 23rd save in
gle off Ryan Franklin (4-2). Pinch- can't do anything about that. 1 can't a perfect ninth for
hitter Robert Fick sacrificed, D'An- hang my head and say I made a 30 chances.
Washington had not won six in a
gelo Jimenez walked and Logan stole mistake or anything,- Franklin said.
since July 21-27 last year. St.
row
third without a throw.
—
lasts
"We'll see how long that
has lost five in a row, the
Louis
out.
struck
Belliard
After Ronnie
see how long that they keep getting
World
Zimmerman took a called strike, swung broken-bat hits and ground balls in longest skid for the defending
Series champions since May 15-20.
at the second pitch, then fouled off the hole. It will even out."
It was a frustrating weekend for the
four straight offerings before lofting
Young, who had three hits and Cardinals, and it culminated with
a single to short left field. On Frithree RBIs, added a two-run double manager Tony La Russa ejected for
day, Zimmerman hit a game-ending
for a 6-3 lead. Young tried to score arguing a checked-swing call on Ryan
single Off Franklin.
on Austin Kearns' single and was Ludwick.
"He challenged me," Zimmerman
thrown out at the plate by center
"We had a shot, but they did
He
off.
them
said. "I kept fouling
Edmonds.
everything better than we did for
made a pretty good pitch. I hit it fielder Jim
"With Zimmerman up, you have three days." La Russa said. "One
off the end of the bat and put it in
the contidince in the world. He's game they did it a lot better, and
all
pitches
more
the right place. The
it's ridiculous," two days better, so they won three
you see, the more comfortable you so doggone g
games.Young said.
get with the pitcher."
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GLAVINE BECOMES
23RD PITCHER TO
300-WIN MARK
By The Associated Press
Tom Glavine watched from the Me's'
dugout as Ryan Theriot lofted a fly
hall to center. When it landed in Lastings Milledge's glove. Glavine stood
and applauded.
For the second time in a week.
Glavine pitched well enough to win
No. 300. On Sunday at Wngley Field,
the New York bullpen made it stick
with an 8-1 win over the Chicago
Cubs
-I think the feeling right now is
probably relief," Glavine said. "At
some point in time. I don't know
when, the historic side of it will sink
in I know the company I'm in, and
•See BLAME.28

WOODS BLOWS AWAY FIELD FOR
8-SHOT VICTORY AT FIRESTONE

AKRON. Ohio (AP) — Tiger Woods acts as if he's
impervious to any verbal challenges.
He hears them, though. takes notice and uses those
words for motivation.
Woods again overwhelmed Rory Sabbatini along with
a stellar field, shooting a 5-under 65 on Sunday to win
the Bndgestone Invitational for the sixth time.
It was the second time that Woods has won the
tournament three times in a row, something no PGA
Tour player has ever done before.
"Everyone knows how Rory is, and I just go out
there and just let my clubs do the talking." Woods said
after overcoming Sabbatini's one-shot lead to start the
day.
Woods finished at 8-under 272 for an eight-stroke
victory. He earned $1.35 million.
Sabbatini had called out the world's No. 1 player
earlier this year at the Wachovia, saying he wanted
Woods to be in the final group with him. Woods went
on to shoot a 69 and win the tournament. while Sabbatini had a 74.
•See WOODS,28

Bonds takes
breather in
record chase
SLUGGER TAKES
DAY OFF AFTER
TYING AARON
SAN DIEGO (AP) — For
now, this is the tale of two kings:
the embattled Barry Bonds,
alleged steroid user, and Hank
Aaron, the dignified slugger
who made history passing Babe
Ruth 33 years ago.
Soon. Bonds will he all
alone at the top of baseball's
career home run list — and
he hopes to grab firm hold of
that crown this week. He also
hopes it happens at home in
San Francisco's waterfront ballpark, where most everybody
would love to see the Hammer's successor at center stage
with the heralded record in
hand.
Bonds isn't ready to call
his next history-making shot.
The way he's been swinging.
it could be any day. He connected for his 755th homer
Saturday night in San Diego,
matching Aaron's mark.
On Sunday. Bonds got to
AMY SANCETTA / AP
sit back and think about it all.
Tiger Woods won the Bridgestone Invitational golf tour"There's no pressure on me
nament Sunday with an 8-under 272 for an eight-stroke
Ohio.
Akron.
•c.0 BONDS. 28
in
Club
Country
victory at Firestone

Mun

Spoirrs
•Bonds

211 • Allondat. SugOst 6, 2017
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MCCPAR AIE EN CI
keep

my mechanics right, you guys

The Insurance Center of NIurra)

won't be around long," Bonds
said, before sitting out the

Ruthless•Mame•Car•Health •Life

to do this nght away. Ill

more than OW

Giants' 5-4 loss to the Padres.
"I'd love to do a lot of things,
but a lot of good fortunes have

tilI M=
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company ageo i"•

90/ Stu/Mire •270-7.z ?.

'

to come with that, too. I'm going
to do my best."

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL SCOREBOARD

Tying Aaron's record on the
road lined up Bonds to be
crowned the home run king in
his Northern California comfort

conc.

He'll get his first chance at
Monday rught. in the

756 on

opener of a four-game series
with the Washington Nationals. Bonds said he had heard
of Washington's starter for the
first game. rookie left-hander
John Lannan, but that's about
it.
All-Star Team
BRONCO STARS: Members of the Murray Bronco League 11 -year-old
Wilson. John
Alex
Holland,
Tristan
Jackson.
Austin
from
left)
include (front row,

plan

didn't

He

doing

on

much studying. either.
"I don't like to remember

Grant McDonDavid Benton. (second row) John Ramey. Adam Clark. Joel Ferguson,
Satterwhite, (third row, standing) coach Chris Satterwhite, Austin Ander-

too much of anything." Bonds
said. "I like the challenge in

ald. Damn

son, coach Joe Anderson, _Dylan Boone and._cOach _TOny_ Boone

Sunday's Gams
Chiesgo Weis Sox 3 Name 1
N V Yankee* 8. Kansas City 5
Toronto 4, Texas
Ballimore 11, Tarnpa Bay 3
Cleveland 0
hannesote
Boston 9 Simla* 2
LA Angell 4 Oakland 3
Monday's Games
N V Yankees (Ponate 7-7) at Toronto
ILesch 4-4). 1207 pm
Tamps Bay taliCkilon 2-11) at Detroit
(Vertex* 11-4) 605 p m
Cleveland Illyrd 9-4) at Minnesota
(Siva 9-11) 710 pm
Oakland 113railin 1-61 at Texas
(Rhanectuer 1-0) 7 35 p m
&won (Selling 6-4) at L A Angels
Weevw 7-5) 905 pm
Tuesday's Games
Tamps Bey flianynel 1-1) at Dstrort
fRobilatsOn 6-9) 605pm
Seattle (Weave( 2-10) at Etalemom
(Trades( 5-7) 605 prit
NY Yankees(Clemens 3-5) at Toronto
(Towers 5-8) 607 pm
terwvssola (Bonen 5-7) at Kansas City
(Bannerol 7-8). 7 10 p m
Cleveland {Westbrook 2-6) at Chicago
Whole Sox (Danes 6-8) 7 11 pm
landi Gaudin 8-7) at Texas
(Gabbard 4 ii 7 35 p m
Boston (Wakefield 13-9) at L A Angels
Saunders 5-0) 9((5 p m

front of
The game, which begins at
7- 15 p.m. PDT, will he televised on ESPN2. It's the ninth
game the network has added
recently during Bonds' chase.
Bonds had a strong feeling
he was headed for history as
hall after ball hit his bat and
flew over Petco Park's faraway
fences dunng his early batting
practice Saturday. Five hours
later. Bonds hit an opposite-field
dnve of 382 feet to left-center to tie Hamrnenn• Hank.
"When I'm swinging the hat.
doing things in

leader

tice. I can tell." Bonds said
Sunday. standing at his locker

County cheer-

JUMP CHAMP: Calloway

as he leisurely got ready for
• game he didn't have to play.
-If I get into position to do

Madison Schwettman recently rep-

resented

the "Jump

in

Laker squad

the

Challenge- at the Universal Cheerleading

University

tucky

first place in the

Schwettman took

some things, you• re

Ken-

Association camp. held at Western

Bonds. like Aaron in 1974
when he passed Ruth. tied the
record on the road. Bonds was

home

Page

suspicions that steroids fueled

18

After the big drive.' Bonds
spoke to pal Ken Grine!, Jr.

11 that company a

week

stellar

who hit his 500th homer earBonds' Hall of

beating the Dodgers

hy

lier Saturday

Ii a nuichtip ‘4 at. es ( '101111g
I titter litaft.looti Viet+ .nit -

Faille godfather. Willie May'..
also left a greeting on his

pitched two time All Star Brad

voicernail and was expected to
he in the stand', come Mon-

Penny. (blowing hi. filth cateer
shutout and leading the NI
a

•The Murray Bucs 9-under travel baseball team will hold tryouts for
2008 squad on Saturday, Aug 11 from 9 a m to noon on Field 4 at
the Murray City Park Those interested and committed to playing travel
baseball are welcomed and encouraged to attend. Prospective players
must not turn 10-years-old before May 1,2008 lobe eligible For further
information, contact coaches Tony Brannon (293-3790). Craig Johnson
1559-2205) or David Jaco (703-3673).
115

day

15.-o -trading Diamondhacks to
ti sictory that polished off
01

sV.reil

Illtet

thr

INsIgers in 1 0, Angeles
(Arsine Icii with one out
s-1 lead

in the seventh and

Three hatters and three pitch
and eceri
ers later. it wa• s
(arsine couldri t help

Spurrier: Gamecocks should
challenge for SEC title

hut think

his last sun when he

ha‘It II

left up hy J run and the bullpen
coulchi t hold it against the

SOUTH CAROLINA COACH UPS TEAM'S

Brewers
who

%Iota

thiillermo

EXPECTATIONS IN THIRD YEAR

game tying double

allowed .1

folk

•The Central City Yough Athletic Association will hold a fast-pitch
softball tournament will be held Aug. 18-19 The entry fee for the event
is 5200 Each team vall play three games in pool play on Saturday
before a single-elimination tournament will be held on Sunday in the 12under. 14-under and 16-under diViSlOOS. Trophies will be awarded to
first and second-place teams. To enter the tournament. contact Mark
by e-mail at
or
day
by
Stone at (270) 754-2331
timesargus0bellsouth net

and received a congratulatory
message from Alex Rodnguez.

Dia

Angeles. the

I 4n.

lb

inondback, capped

cola,

SportsBriefs

his pursuit

1 in as proud as can he to he

The

Sunday's Games
Atlanta 6 Colorado 5 10 innings
5
Houston
6.
Florida
Cincinnati at Pittsburgh ppd rain
Wasrangton 6. Si Louis 3
Philadelphia 8. Milwaukee 6 11 innings
San Diego 5 San Francisco 4
Anzona 3 1 A Dodgers 0
N V Mats 8 Chicago Cubs 3
Monday's Games
San Diego iD Wells 5-71 at St LOUIS
iLooper 8-91 6 05 p m
Chicago Cubs (Hill 6-6) at Houston
(Rodriguez 7.10) '7 05 p m.
Mevaukee (Vargas 9-3) at Colorado
IFogg 5-7), 8 05 pm
Washington (Lannan 1-0) at San
Franctsco (Lincecum 6-21. 9 15 pm
Tuesday's Gams
Florida iVandenHurk 3-21 at
Philadelphia Moyer 9-8). 605 pm
Atlanta (Cadre 6-3) at NY Mets
10 Perez 10-7) 6 10 p m
L A Dodgers 11-1endnckson 4-5) at
Cincinnati (Arroyo 4-12). 6 10 p m
Chicago Cubs (Marshal 5-St at
Houston !W Williams 5-12). 7 06 P
San Diego (Peavy 11-51 at Si Louis
!Reyes 1-10i. 7 10 p m
Milwaukee Capuano 5-8) at Colorado
(Hirsh 4 71 8 05 p m
Pmsburgh (Gorzelanny 9-6) at Anzona
lOwing'. 5-5). 8 40 p m
Washington IBacsik 5-6) at San
Francisco iZolo 8-10) 9 15 P m

playing some 400 miles south
of San Francisco, the city where
he is cheered constantly despite

•Glavine
F runt

trou-

in

ble "

grade division

7th -9th

prac-

batting

Nattonel League Standsngs
All Times CDT
East Division
L Pct GB
W
63 48 568
New Yolk
59 53 527 4 t
Adonis
5
58 53 523
Phindelprel
52 6048411 12
Flow*
12
459
60
51
Washington
Central Division
L Pct GB
W
—
60 52 536
Milwaukee
1
527
52
58
Champ
8
50 58 463
St Louw
48 63 43211 1/2
Houston
47 64 42312 1/2
Cincinnal
14
44 64 407
Pittsburgh
West Division
L Pct GB
W
—
63 50 558
Anzona
545 1 1/2
50
60
Diego
San
4
58 53 523
Los Angeles
56 54 509 5 1/2
Colorado
14
431
62
47
San Francisco

American League Standings
AM Times CDT
East Dwtsioei
L Pet GB
68 43 613
Boston
7
61 50 550
New Yon.
1/2
50911
54
56
Toronto
52 58 47315 1/2
Baltimore
42 618 38225 1r2
Tampa Bay
Central oiviaion
PM GB
W
—
62 40 559
Cievelend
1,2
81 49 555
Denali
112
4
57 53 518
Minnesota
10
52 59 468
Chug()
48 62 43613 12
Kansas CM
West Division
L Pct 08
W
—
64 46 582
Angeles
Los
60 49 550 3 1/2
Seattle
12
53 59 473
Oakland
48 63 43216 12
Texas

Hall in the eighth in
relic-sect lilac me
Milwaukee

to Bill

RON ANTONELLI

kunclay night with one out
on second and

runner

J

and
'rase

up

a

Loon

single

Mets pitcher
after

earning

Tom
his

news conference

Glavine smiles at a
300th

against the

win

career

AF

Chicago

Pedro

Feliciano

rchesed

and allowed a run scor
ing groundout 10 Liu ultW lines

•

J1k1 a double to Mike Fontenot
1

II' make it

the

Cilasine

plate:

said

tone where

Sou sun going through the. •Oh.

stopped the rally. getting theriot to fls hamilessIs n. c en lei
- that v. Js .o huge out

out (me. but that • never been

Not again •••

no

and
Wasn't. went h I
allowed two runs on six hits

that
and

tic only

walk

a dazzling

wasn't

-It

Barry
per-

formance in terms of striking

the

In
. ,1

the

toui0

against

iolltIstlal CS elll

weekend. the

10-under

coin toss

Murray .and the

Kentucky Hue were tied in all
categoine•
tie:breaker

three

standard tournament rules marl
0111 1int% is the tout
J
i.tioal at.
!he
*on

I IIIC

I No ill styli-4

the toss arhl then

went

hampson.hip
oat to take the
h t user the Henderson fieat
It via, a g.ssi •uninier hot
the local tisurnament, In turn,
the local esionorny also pros

pried. acsording to organizers

set en local tournaments front
Slay through this past week
end. which at1110.111
iicarls

SI

iflhllulfl

results in
worth of

tourism es 0001111s actisity." said
kman. president of
Tab
teamwork %trading and also
the director it Kentucky State
t SS% A Baseball -The MUITA
Tourism t'ommissoon ran the
Cu telt 11111‘ Impact numbers 144(4

ing speeds and letting the guys
behind me do their work." he

•Woods
Blaze winning

Bootheel 1M.,
6-2 over

said

Blaze won the 8-under overall
championship with a 6-5 win
mei the Henderson t Ky.)Crush-

er%

The Missouri Muddogs won
the Silt en Consolation I 1-9 user
the

Manin

i Tenn i Diamond-

backs. and the Grates County
Titans downed the

iK) Blasters Is
Bronze Consolation

Hack

,rowned champs in nine total
age disisions. with consolation
winner% in seseral .4 the groups
Additional results included

The
Mud

kit

title game

Washington (Ky.)

1)es il iTenn

Cats heat

Baseball

Henderson
in the

12

11 .7 in the 9-under

championship

The Kest Ken-

tucky

Outlaws

under

dtsision

won

the

1 1-

13-4 over the

Southern Illinois Coyotes

The

Evans% ilk I Ind i Mullen won
the I4-under championship with
a

10-2 win Wary the S.uthern

Legends
The 2f1e4 youth trascl baseball season will begin in klatch
with the Early Bird
Coniplete local '0/1 tournament
Lite. will be available later
this fall online at US us ss team
Kentucky
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I think

us and

woriccents corn

Woods looked "beatable

as ever" —

he's realizing

said
realize it,

that," tailback Cory Boyd
"No*. we

a

bigger commit-

show

wouldn't

Gamecocks
the

desire

improve

to

days.

These

was

Spurner

increased

effort

in

offseason

tioned group he has had at South

Palmetto State heat "and nobody
exhaustion.

from

out"

fell

Spurner said.
got

"We either

some
the

began touting

The

goals last fall

increased

while Woods was making birdie,

Gamecocks were fresh

off

a

17-16 loss to nation-

dramatic

about

worked

Carolina. They

this past weekend.
Spurner

he

Sunday

said

Spurrier

thought it was the hest condi-

hunch of guys or

with a bogey at the fourth hole
to a 74 and a tie for

"We're still guys learning,"

the Gamecocks began fall camp

Sabbatini. who lost the lead

Geor-

Spurner said.

as

workouts and cnsper play

faded

combination of

some

2 1/2 hours in the sweltering

that he was ac.custorned to

their rematch in the final three-

Woods pointed out

Division

gia.

pleased with what he says was

• "! *on

behind

fourth

—

polls

in the SEC Eastern

Spurner has spent a good
part of his first two seasons

tainly
inly got Woods' attention for

both tournaments.

their typical slot

given

preseason

in

Tennessee, Florida and

cer-

words that

were

too."

some

Washington

Mt

the

(Ky.) Mud L'ats in the 7-under
division The !toothed iMo

place for

ment and more intensity from
hi% players Too often, he said,

A few days later, Sabbatini

anything.
Last month. the Gamccocks

demanding

signife.ant
11e

Spurrier•s not guaranteeing

"Everything's in

Sunday

said

se.its ago, and they were guile
to School Bash

Tyrone Nix said.

ers.

San

the Padres in

Diego Sunday
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Slurray All Stars were knocked
out .4 Siinday... setnitural play
hy

he

as

claps

Bonds

dugout during the sixth inning

_people out. h was an exercise
in hitting my spots and chang-

struck

-MUITJS ,was able 10 host

Confer-

Southeastern

the

Guess what? So do his play-

watches the action from the

•Bash
roni Page 18

Carolina defensive coordinator

AP

L),/-4, ..) PARK

Inc'. game

rvionientum. had the tying run
at

time South Carolina challenges

we're going

what

to shoot our goals for," South

ence title

they were gaining sonic

'That s ..tsout the

Heilman

-- Aaron

M.0i. a big turning point in the
game

then that's

for

Cubs Sunday in Chicago

Kendall

COLUMBIA. S.C. (API —
Steve Spurner thinks it's about

in

a

the time

who invested

learning

some

smarter

we've got

plays

this

summer," the coach said with
pndc.
Spurner felt

the

increased

Justin Rose. who closed with

Swamp But instead of bemoan-

goals pumped up the players,
particularly upperclassmen like

a

ing the team's 3-5 SEC record

Boyd

at

second

even-par

a 68

Sabbatini

run-in

with

a

280 with

even

had

who.

spectator

as Sabbatini left the ninth green.
said to him.
think

-Hey. Rory.

Still

Tiger's beatable??' Sab-

hatini had police officers escort

al

champion

the

at

The

first sub-.5(1) confer-

next year

Mel workouts a little hit betconfidence

showed

°luta closed with three straight

Satstiatini

victones for the first time in

motisaic

pointed

Woods.

13 years

ofTered no regrets

"Well. good I hope I
"I hope I

hum," he said.

inspire

Nothing has happened since

inspire

the Gamecocks' 44-36 Liberty
over

Houston

him and play well enough that

Bowl

I can give him a

deter the optimism

good chal-

lenge"

He inspired him all right.
but he didn't play well enough
to challenge him

the

senior seasons

that he might have helped to

was

Jasper

lar career — the ball coach
spoke of upping the goals for

down the stretch as South ('ar-

it

linebacker

who considered

NFL draft but returned for their

out

When

and

Brinkley

ence 'Turk of Spurner's stel-

The

the fan off the course

Ronda

win

to

know coach doesn't say
anything that he doesn't believe
and if he feels like we have
the trirrx)T1und to win the SEC.
"I

"I think it

made our sum-

ter." Spurner said
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Complete

NOTICE OF NO4-111111C16IMINATION

Ittttt

The Calloway County School District offers the following career and techrucal
education programs to all students in grades 9-12: Agriculture, Human Services
• Family and Consumer Science), and Marketing Education, Business Education
and Science and Mathematics i Technology Education) programs are offered to
students an grades 7-12 Adult Education classes are offered to individuals pursuing a GEL)certificate Adult programs are offered penodically based upon the
demand for specific classes Calloway County Schools will take steps to assure
the lack of English language skills will not be a [warner to admission and participation in career and technical education programs.
This notice will be available in large print, on audiotape, and/or in Braille upon
-eouest
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BENEFITS Manager,
Human Resources,
Murray State
University. Full-time
(12) twelve-month
position to begin
September 2007
Qualifications:
Bachelor's degree
required in human
resources management, business administration or related
field. Master's do.-in related held pr
ferred. Minimum ut
four years demonstrated expenence in
employee benefits
administration and personnel supervision
required. preferably 1,
an institution of higho•
education. For complete advertisement
please visit
http.Awnv murraystate.edi.Andir/hrj.
brpt htm Application
deadline: August 22,
2007. Women and
minorities are encouraged to apply Murray
State University is an

INSURANCE

labP(4)11

Does Your Policy Pay 100% of
the Deductibles?

I imousines & Vans
MI M.
Murray. KY OKI
1270,75•41/0

Al Oteaatoo Traesportation • Airport Service • Certified Driven

p in S5410

At Mediacom Communications, we provide
broadband services to over 1,500 cities and
towns throughout the country To our
employees, we are proud to offer opportunity
growth, and success By embarking on a career
with Modiacorn, you re taking the first step
towards the future you ve always wanted
We understand how valuable our employees are
to Me success of our business We are pleased
to otter paid training, a competitive base plus
commission and a benefits package that
inducles medical, dental. 401(k), discounted
employee services and much more

—D
Media6n
www.medlacomcc.com

,I)\ ERT1SING SALES

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay $992 on Part A, $131 on
Part B Call me for more information
FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

— PREPLANNING —
Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialist

100o Fixed Bonus Annuity
1st year guarantee 14 4°0
Great alternative to a CD

Avoid inflationary cost.
'Why pay taxes on money you're not using
'Are you making the most of your IRA
and 401K deductions?
Can you reduce your overall tax bill9

Please cal Recruiter for an immediate interview
or e-mail your resume to:
resumes@rnediacorncc.com

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

101-14661,061(19.94
IWO-3674757

Lock in price; single pay or
payment plan.

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home

Ron Salim

201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071

759-1565

Terry I•aiA,Aaren Isaac.

Cell: 210-2533
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THE Murray Ledger &
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accept any responsibil- related field Effective
%I TER resumes are re,kis ed.
equal eCIUCell0r7 811U
ity whatsoever for their communication, under‘bsolutely no on-the-spot
employment opportunr,
standing of curriculum,
activities_
inters lens nil! he conducted.
employAA
M/F...a,
ty
profiand computer
er
ciency in Microsoft
Lost and Found
. PHONE CALLS PLEASE
0
‘
required
Office
Responsibillti•s
Female
LOST
DISCLAIMER
include working with
Athertising Saks Position
Minature Daschund.
When accessing the
students in an advising
Bambi laneiRobertson
11urra Ledger & Times
capacity to facilitate
"help wanted" section
rd
KO. Box 1040-Z
transfer to MSU, assiston our classifieds
(907)240-7953
with
students
ing
webpagc at
K1' 42071
11arra.
admission and financial
murrayledgercom.
aid, collaborating with
I qual
you will be redirected
faculty and staff at
yobnetwork.com.
to
A child needs you'
Murray State University
By default.
Become a foster par- and
Madisonville
ACCOUNTING/COMPUTER ASSISTANT
ent, up to $36/clay
Murray anti local job
Community College.
270-443- solicitation and recruitWKUMFS
Requirements College degree m related field,
listings will appear on
9004
strong accounting background, strong computer
ment of students to
this websne
skills in a PC Server environment, experience with
State
Murray
However. as a national
Practical Dental
Windows XP Pro, MS Office-Excei & Word Must
University. marketing
listings
all
tax
*chute.
Assisting
be very detail oriented, sea -starter, flexible & able
and public relations
corn
Jobnetwort
accepting
on the
We are now
to work or a fast pacedigrowing company
activities, and assisting
registration for the
Excellent communication skills are required We
are placed through
in Interactive Television
offer a competitive wage and benefit package To
class which begins
the Murray Ledger
and class scheduling
be considered for this position please MAIL a
Sept 8, 2007
Tinrs Please call
Deadllne:
Application
detailed resume in confidence to
You will be trained on
us if you have any
2007 To
It August 17,
for
Saturdays
Attn: Debbie Woodard
Apply: Send letter of
questions regarding
weeks, allowing you to
McCartney Produce P0, Box 219
application, resume,
the Murray area
keep your present lob
Paris, TN 38242 No phone calls please
three names and conrib listings Thank you
while you gain skills for
tact information to
a rewarding career
MSU Advisor/Recruiter
Most dental assistants
Pulmo Dose Pharmacy in
Search. 2000 College
DO you love working
have evenings weekMurray. KY is seeking a
Madisonville. KY
Drive
kids?
with
ends. and holidays oft
Women anti
42431
Clinician Supervisor
Respiratory
Enterprises
Care
Wee
For more information
mtnonbes are encourmay be just the place
management learn
our
and registration forms
01
part
to
become
aged to apply Murray
for you' Full time and
website
our
visit
Applicants must posses an active Kentutky RI
Unrversrly is an
State
part time positions
wvriv bohledental corn
license or RN license and have management
Equal Education and
available
or call our office
expenence This position will be responsible
Employment
APPIT at
Dr Charles Boll*
for
assisting clinical staff with providtng teleAA
Opportunity M/F.1).
Martial Arts America
270-442-0256
phonic patient support with equipment and
elnP00Y•r
1413 Olive Blvd
Financing Available
breathing medication, and provide day to day
Murray KY 42071
Enrollment to Limited,
management of our clinician group consisting of
of
(270)753-6111
BRITTHAVEN
10-12 AT; and RNs
currently
of
Benton is
BRITTHAVEN
Cash
Extra
EARN
Benton is currently accepting applications
Sand resume in confidence to
Ideal for individuals
accepting applIcebons for the following posielizabeth •ca I n0rotec h com or mail to
or
stionce/retail
with
for the kdlowing pow tions: Full-time LPN
Eily Cain. Puimo Does Pharmacy,
Tokernarkeing/Fundrai
kons. Carelied Nursing WI offer competitive
Max Hurt Driverklurray, KY 42071.
120
experience
Assistants We OW wages and an excellent sing
Call
Evening Shift
competitive wages and bens& package Must
7118-2485 for more
an excellent beneflt be licensed In the Stale
FULL TIME NURSE'S AIDE
kilo.
WIMP APPPY in Per- of Kentucky. Apply in
Prefer CNA or CMA hut will train if you
son at Brittfiaven of person at &Maven of
enjoy working with the elderly. Good
Foster
ENJOY
Benton 2607 Main Benton 2607 Main
working conditions. Pleasant atmosreward
Parenting.
641S Street Hwy 641 S
Hwy
Street
a
making
by
Apply in person at Fern Terrace.
yourself
phere.
KY 42025 Benton, KY 42025
Benton
Mershon Call 1-8081505 Stadium View Dr. EOE
EOE/AAE NO PHONE EOFJAAE NO PHONE
30-NECCO
CALLS PLEASE
CALLS PLEASE

(17.1,nt,,

a-y
.15,4of
Whirlpt.41
Commercial Waste kitch—ftd
l
Disposa
1.11:1bC15 ,,„,„.
All Types ot Refuse Service

70

1400485-603.3
TRAVIS ASPHALT

Appliance

111111

& Electrical Repair
Hazel, KY 42049

226-9398
492-8191

Paving - Sealcoating - Hauling
I

1--;12111

Set up Pre-Thana Trust.

Call me today

800-999-8028 ext. 214

060

R
STEVE VIDME
t
luitin!
id I itt

Now hiring!
Direct Sales Representatives
Sell cable, high speed internet
and telephone services!

Karen Brandon, Title IX Coordinator
Calloway County Board of Education
2110 College Farm Road
Murray. KY 42071
270-762-7300

(111,, ..;

Formal 14'ear Headquarters

illt.(4)15

The Calloway County School District ems not discriminate on the basis of race,
in its programs and activities The
color, national union, Rex, disability or
following person has been designated to handle inquirien regarding the non-diselimination policies:

VISA

Tony Travis
270-753-2279

TN Lic 858393. KY LiciCE60221 ME9837
Serving West KY A West TN For 23 Years

Call Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
at 753-1916
and place your ad today!
060

1=11hieip Wanted
ENTHUSIASTIC per
chairside
sonable
assistant for orthodontic office. Travel to
Murray, Mayfield, and
Send
Paducah.
resume to P.O. Box
1040-V. Murray. KY
42071,
ENTRY Level and
Experienced Painters
Wanted
Career
Excellent
Opportunity. Good Pay.
Health
Family
Insurance Coverage.
Plan.
Retirement
and
Skills
Safety
Training Provided
Work Opportunities in
KY & TN. For Interview
Call (615)255-7663
or (270)441-7897
Delivery
LOCAL
Needed.
Drivers
Three part/full time
available
positions
immediately Use own
vehicle. Cash paid
weekly Call 759-2485
for more information.

Help Wanted

HVAC
HVAC
Licensed
sheet
Journeymen,
metal mechanics &
service techs needed
for local business Pay
based on expenence
Send resume to PO
Box 1597 Murray. KY
42071

NATIONAL CALL
CENTER EXPANDING
Several new positions
available. Earn $7-$16
per hour. No selling.
Training provided. If
you have a pleasant
voice, good communication skills, and are
dependable, call 7594958

LOCAL CPA firm has
permanent part-time
position for person with
computer bookkeeping, payroll, and sales
experience.
tax
Ouckbooks a plus.
Reply to P.O. Box
1040-W, Murray, KY
42071

NOW hiring full time
or
cosmetologist
esthetician for well
established spa. Great
including
benefits
health insurance and
401k. Send resume to
WellSprings Institute,
2341 New Holt Rd.,
Paducah, KY 42001,
Attention: Rose

HELP WANTED
Part/Full time 3 shifts
daffy 7 days a week
$91.0 after paid
training a Benefits
Contact us now!
1 -888-974-JOBS or
wvinv 1810111874lote.com

Adecco
To.OPLOMMWr MOM

ADIECGO IS NOW

HIRING for INDUSTRIAL.
MAINTENANCE and CLERICAL positions.
Maintenance position requires expenence in CNC
machines, lathes, and mills. Complete an online
application at: https://eapp.adecco.com. zip code
42001. You MUST call 800-403-9970 when completed Industrial positions require onsitc drug screening.

Now hinng an outgoing. energetic individual with a background in outside sales to
service existing clients and expand advertiser base for new regional publication.
Individual must possess excellent oral, written and interpersonal communication skills
and be goal oriented.
This full-time position includes health &
dental benefits, paid vacation, and salary
plus commission. Salary will he based on

NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Drive-In. 217 S 12th
St.. Murray. KY. No
phone calls.
PART time position
available in medical
office 3-4 days per
week No weekends.
Please send resume
with references to P.0
Box 463. Murray, KY
42071
PT custodian position
Flexible
available.
hours. Make inquines,
send resume. First
Presbyterian Church.
1601 Main St. Murray,
KY 42071. 270-7536460

SEEKING part time or
full time receptionist for
busy spa. Great env'
ronment. Send resume
WellSprings
to
Institute, 2341 New
Holt Rd., Paducah, KY
42001, Attention: Rose

CLEANING for Homes
or Businesses. I have
20 years experience.
270-759-9553

MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
Service/ repairs
759.3556

Want to Buy
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
I BUY running or
fixable cars trucks.
vans tractors farm a
construction
equipment ATVs,
campers motorhomen
trailers almost anything 270-970-1010
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

11(300011
We make house calls at
no extra charge!
Various Computing Services.

experience.
Send resume to:
P.O. Box 1040-T

Murray. KY 42071

SPECIAL RATE: ONLY 135/hr!
Call 270-205-9490 or see
www lestercomputerrepair corn

411 • %Sunday.

CLASSIFIEDS

ueust 6. 2007

Kentucky Lake Mouse For Rent

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

I NO SIIIN1‘.

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283
(kw and Nu Bedroom Apartment,
Central Heat and Au
(pony Applk anon,

lig/Oh/hit

Iti,i

cs \\ I 1(1 111
It NIIK CABS
*Present pIrk-up
assailable
*Beet prices
KF

2 BR 7
Calloitray 1993 Southern
-13A Amer.-Geer*066
Counti 102-106
(270)97e-0723
Published by Murray
Democrat Publishing 1998 Clayton mobile
Company Written by home. 38R, 2BA. 200
Dorothy and Kerby amp es-coral . most be
1270300- moved Kirksey. KY
Jennings
$18.000
2280.1270,360 1084
270-293-7090
4-SALE by owner:
12.60 2BR IBA, 1999
Buchaneer, all appliincluded.
ances
07 Hot tub, brand new $8.000
be
Must
in package, 6-7 person. moved 121 Twin Oaks
lots GI lets. digital. Lane Alm. KY
oscillator, water fall (731)641-6444
cover: retail 57 300
GOVERNMENT
sell $3.60(
must
FUNDS FOR 1ST
(573)300 1031
IIME HOME BUY,
2ND level sideXside ERS! Zero clown, Your
burial plots Murray land or family land
Ends
Gardens 731-S64-492d
Memorial
(7311247. August 15
$9,495
131)4 120i762 0190 REDUCED' '97 28.70
won ,is tor Barbara
38R 26A Must sell
129,500
''fl 527 fo,Get
rirr; I Ail fur
2,)29
Moms /toms Lots For Awn
i.ilit+i
to- o
..a.

.

prom
A
size 4 yet
it tilue $150
4r. llt,14

$110 per month Nee,.
homes only 492-8488
Fe /WM

HEARTWORKS
rat,' I*Atom
tot $800
.

I OR 2br ants nea
Murray
downtown
starting at $200imo
753-4109

1.IuS _OS1 Of WV

AlY1 will knit
,
, t.iankets
...if w«.., t.onchos and
-ti.,,, rums to order
5531 or 978-0747

IBR near MS-U.-Other
locations available
appliances Colon .0
RE 753-9896
'BR all appliances furUniversity
. shed,
Heights Subdivision
Deposit
No pets
S325anonth 753-4937
or 753-1951

,iiday County
icturial History &
Family History
Books
759-493E
753-2350

• BR. various locations.
S.'00 5300 Coleman
RE 753 9898

PLAYSTATION 1 1 2
GAMES Now sokltr ad
i'Vvxli Electronics
eat Coon Square
'fug* Selection Great
to.

UVE Oak Apts.
Newt), RemoOeled
iBR 5290 00
28R $34000
313R $45.0O
$100 deposit specs I
tor qualified applicants
Office hours 8 2
Mon -Fri
Call today tor appointment
753-8221

RED OAKS AP111:
5$100 Deposal
t BR $325
7811 $375
Call Today!
753-8666.
VERY Poi* to usur
Affordable one bedroom apartment Ina
basic kitchen appliances and covered
picnic area Starting•
S295fmo 227 46.54
Nouse For Rent
2. 3 6 4011 houses
deposi
I
Lease
required 753-4109
2I311 1 SBA. C/H, A
Garbage pick-up, water
& appliances furnished
References, no pets
$425
plus
lease
deposit 753-1059
2BR IBA. ifiS- plus
(*Posit 978-0742
38FI house C/54/A.
washer-dryer. near university I. 2BR apts
753-1252. 753-0606
381I 2 bath home on
lake with private dock
$800 month 759-9046
436-5258

4E1R 28A all appliAmes_ central IVA.
Coker:nen RE 753-9690

LARGE
SELECTION
MUD APPLIANCE.S
WARD alltINS
On 'Se Square MU',

VO 511713
keendbOrill
Duty Super CAPstlly
%tacked wasiewrdnyor
units 4 years dr
Good condition 5300
*ace /61 9740 2932544

leraftell
16100 Unmet tractor.
164 hours S' Yenrnar
rotary ONE 4 tx:ix
Nide fr Rhino
mower 270- 7S3 73176

SALE or lease high
traffic location Great
visibility Hwy 641N in
Murray Budding 1
-1.330 sq ft Building 2
1,440 sq fl Ideal for
retail store, restaurant,
hotel mini-mall
270-978-0402

NOW LEASING
1 2 & 3bedworn Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur Cal Apts
902 Northwood DI
Monday
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD 91 800 648-6056

2 bedroom all appb
ances
Cambridge
area 293-6968

Duo** 2 BR 1 -Bath
Cibi A Appliances &
WV furnished
Lawn care included
No pets 1 -year Le.s$425.-month plus
deposit 304-A Soutr
6th
615 907-4955
EXTREMELY 'Sc.
2814 . 28A sOl spa
onus liwig & kitchen
area. located in •great
neighborhocxi If Mier ISSMSCI Call 227-5452
LARGE IBA wan
wan in closets. located
on campus Wyse
Bradley Book
Company S3001no
12701293-4602
LARGE 31311 lurnehisd
C/hVA Wallis pied
28A washer/dryer I
year "am No pots
References required
1606 Maw 210-519
2699

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGI
'All Sire Units
Available
•Now Have
Climate Control

753.3853j

413R, claw. large yard
eidh view of KY Lake 1
year lease $600
436-5.321
BRICK house with dou
tile garage 2814. washer, dryer gas. siector
heat & A/C Mar..
extras New paint. car
Completely
pets
remodeled 1 mile from
MSU Cheap utilities
753-8944 alter 5. 2268150 cell
RENT with option to
buy, lovely 2.3 bed
room 1 700 SQ ft brick
country
in
house
sir large garage,shop
270-816-4046
270-816-4047

A/IF Warehousing
Near MSU 620- SO
753 7668

GiC
STORAGE and
PROPANE
1191 Main
(2701 753-6256
08 1270)293-4183
lInn 4pm kil-F

AIL RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
New renting
tocsin! it

itiSt

270-436-5496
270-293-6906
end
MURRAY
Lock presently has
units available 7532905 or 753-7538

mita&
IMPINITORAGE
onside cams.' control
storage
•Securily aliened
•Saie I clean
.We see bowie!
•We fere U-Hauls
753-9800

1411 fishing boat. Dilly
trailer, 15HP Johnson
Motorguide
motor,
trolling motor, 6825
Cat(270,759-3231

1625 College Farm.
31311 28A (remodeled),
utility with the floors
Formal dining, hardwood floors, new root,
new garage door, new
gas logs C/HIA, 3
years
OwnerrRealtor.
$114.900.
(270)293-1400

Drop For Rent
BUILDING for rent
$1.500-rno great location on 12th O.
293-7670
OFFICE or retail specs
available Prime location 753-2905
291 14800
Pet Weis
DOG Boarding $12
daily, safe, comfortable
environment, milks
489-2741
DOG Obedience
436-2858
puppies
SHIN-TZU
AXC CKC dew claws
shots
removed
male
wormed
female $300- $350
270-251-0310 after 11
AM

All Real Estate silver
tised in the newspape
is subtect to the
Federal Fair Housing
Act of 1968 as amended which makes it illegal to advertise any
preference, limitation,
or discrimination based
on race, color. religion.
sex, or national origin.
or an intention to make
any such preference
limitation or discnmination This newspaper
will not knowingly
accept any advertising
for real estate which e
in violation of the law
Our readers are hereby
all
that
informed
dwellings advertised in
this newspaper are
available on an equal
opportunity basis.'

16%4
LAWN SIAM
Mowing, Manicuring
& landscaping

Buy:
to
WANT
Commercial/medical
building Prefer contract for deed.
618-531-1141

%%I Nu

Hill Ms

%II%
Alia Condition
Nib in.cireseeirptitiiii-rts salt reinstate

Sanitarium guaranteed

Call 753-1816
or 227-0611

3813 28* charmer on
94W, 5 miles out
Landscaped manufactured borne with carport Permanenti,
on 7 acres with -pond and 2 outbuildings Room for horses
arid/or garden Priced
to sell Call for appointment Day 227-1034 Of
227-1033. evenings
435-4492

Hill Electric
Since 1986

24 Noun santrica

FSBO 1.900 sq.ft.
car
2
46R/2BA.
iv/attached workshop.
Murray schools. living
room, family room
large
w/fireplace,
kitchen
updated
fenced backyard
978-1026
FSBO Gatesborough
tit-level 4814 38A, inpool
ground
5250.000 293-2418
\I\II lit \II
I II I'
1 1 1: 1

crop-

er,t11111

"'OWNER
FiNANCiNG*405 S 5th St 31313
IRA $3000 ckewn
$450 month 753-2222
lee Kirkwood
Downey remodeled,
rsdecoraisd mos iot.
trees. excesent loosWe, 00frignitillty todaNd. many modern
Matures 21361 2-BA.
merest ells weidpoolwellicn shower. LR
survoom witay windows. great room- nice
FP- gas-logs. French
doors to Wok. updated kitchen arid dining area. nice almond
cannot* 8 appliances.
new root & covered
gutters CAVA Muse
see to appreciate
12701753-8029

753-4344• 22-

436-2087 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal. etc Insured.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Mauling. Clean
Out garages, gutters,
Junk & tree work.
A to B Moving Local
and long distance
moves Call Bnan at
270-706-4156
Al Joe's Mower
repair pock-up. delivery. 436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured 4373044AAA HANDYMAN
All types of carpentry.
additions, decks
Hauling, clean up junk
Garage. yards,
buildings
Prompt dependable
Free estimates
35 yrs expenence
Anytime 753-9210
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

759.415111
753-1537

MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE

MCKINNEY INS.
753-3500

TRAVIS
ASPIIA1:1
%is At"Mew_
.5 lI.iiuli,ig
1111/%11 11(5515

270-753-2279

USED TIRES
14. 15. 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Coll 753-5606
Ma %Midis
2003 Ford Escape XLT
4cx new tires. Cold Sir
all power excellent
condition
25mpg
67 000 mi
58.500'OBO 759-5848
'02 Honda Passport
LX. 2sycl, leather. sunroof, new wee. power
windows and locks.
cruise, nit. 6-CD player. 109.000mi
110.500 293-5519/dey
496-895Greyenings

2000 Atom 127,xxx
moles, new toy° tires
cold air very dependable 53.950 0130
759-5410

J

1997 Olds Salhouene
Van extended. front I
rear am, loaded with
leather 53.000 Cal
after 60n,(731)7823405
Used Trude

Truck
1971
Ford
straight shift sr/overdrive 1974 Ford Truck.
runs good
270-753-7376

SACIOIDE
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
',epee system. gravel,
Mete rock
438-2113
Dow work II Track
hoe

s
4=01
Ova 10 yova
Sider& I

In

ele INN

BOAT. 3 motors. 11350
71534012

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

J:14
Lifetime glass breakage

270-227-2115
270-293-1899

64-1

NEED HELP?
Handyman Services.
All remodeling.
No job too small.
Free estimates.

Free Pallets

753-7728
NADEAU'S
Construction
•Ficionng *Decks
ohnyl skiing •Aif
HORN) improvements
(270)9714111
licensedrInsured
CIISTOR DRUNIDIM
0-61i 128 blade
damns. Imes rows
Linderbrushing. ponds
waterways
19 yrs experience
Greg %neve

1701934371*
Cleaning
DAVID'S
Service All external
cieaning Vinyl fences
etc (270)527-7176

FREE
••

1• . .

.11..%

C

FUTRELL S Tree
Service
removal
Tnmming
stump grinding hne
wood Insured 4892839

HANOYMAN
Do you need heft:cid°
pane% °mayo. carpentry. and masonry
work Home 731-2475359 or Cat 731-2345933
TRENCHBIG
731-782-3961
731334-52

Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times
First Come - First serve
Please No Phone Calls

(731)247-3001
(731)363-35U
PURCHASE AREA
HYPNOSIS
Murray, KY
Hypnotist Dorothy K
Skimmer us returning
to practice and teachmg techniques for
RELAXATIONREDUCING ANXIETYPOST TRAUMATIC
STRESS RELIEFAND THERAPEUTIC
IMAGERY
Age regression a
speciality
Call for an appointment
(270)436-5927
SNOWS Alternator &
Starter Service
reaRepair, rebuild
sonable prices Call
654
731-642-6939
Hobby Rd Pans TN
38242

warranty 0

vinyl replacement
windows by:
RESICOM CONTRACTORS

530
Services Offered

WHITE
CONSTRUCTION
Spe,ializing in poured
Lurk:roe basements
Licensed & Insured

519-2713
WILDLIFE
Food Plot
Consultants
.Deer and Turkey
*Custom planting
•Soil testing
.Liming and Fertilizing
*Spraying
.Bedding area Design
and Construction
-Wildlife Trees and
Shrubs Available
(2701293-5519/days
498-8950/evenings

Horoscope
BIRTHDAY

WINDOW
CLEANING
by SUNLIGHT
12701293-5170
Pressure Washing
Gutter Cleaning
Screen Repair
- Fake Eslienafts

DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
you don't have time for
Painting. siding, roofs
decks
293-5438

Need help
Promoting your
Call us we will be
glad to help.

270-753-1916
by Jacqueline Mar
for VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept 22)
**** Others look up to you
They think in terms of dynamic

Hieoday. Aug. 7, 2807:
You often think of your friends
this year, as well as those who
play instrumental roles in your
life. Knowing when enough is
enough could be very important.
Your ability to pull back and
create positive situations marks
your life. How you decide what
you want and where you are
heading might be more important than you realize. You will
need to network and break
precedent If you are single.
your life could take on a new
flavor or direction. Though you
are known for being happy, your
personality is even more convivial this year. If you are
attached, your life opens up
together, especially if you focus
on the same traditions and
issues. GEMINI likes who you
are.

Cows
2005 Cougar tray*
Wader 2 Mdse. 261/1
sleeps 6. 34ft long
never been smoked In
nor anornals inside
520.000080 270-7536174 Trams located al
33315 SI RI 121S
Murray

Commercial I Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing

ssts 1.• kralS1
Sins inv.; I spert•
Los si I ong I /1.1...tniir•
I rdrr.ill enw. i. In.ured
I rear estiniates
OVinrd oref.di-i!
4164+-1109-L AMB 15262 i

HAPPY

IN N.5TH STREET

General Contracting

2

Nlitchell Bro..
l'a•ine

how
I to 295 acres Wes
Own*
Calloway
financing
489-2116.
leave message
on
acres
18
Road
Backusburg
489-2994,
Kirksay
1270)0314419
285 acres
$7 000recre Mitchell
Story Rd 293-1437

Res
l_kensed et Insured
All Fibs - big or small

,'01761-11()%11

270-761 -1H1 1

DEAL FELL 7/Mt
LAKEFRONT
1. AC - 176.410
Deal Isi ten, due to
bad credit' Opportunity
to own fabulous lakefront on premier recreational lake in KY Was
$84.900 Esceiient
financing Call now 1.
615-515-5550 x 1409

Tobacco Fanners
Irrigation services
available
Call
(270)293-7109

JOE'S JOBS

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY 975.00
A MONTH
CALL 713-1916

BEAUTIFUL 4814 Brick
Homo. 3.5 Bath, Huge
/ Room. Formal
Fame,
Living & Dining Rooms,
Beautiful
Sunroorn.
&
Crown
Molding
Hardwood Floors, concrete dnve. study has
brick fireplace w/ gas
logs Located east of
downtown toward KY
Lake Owner has purchased home in another state and is ready to
move' Contact Moody
Realty Co 1-800-6425039 Ask for Tommy
Moody MLS• 59596

MAI%

HOUSE wash special
$89 00 up to 1,500 sq
ft Sidewalk included
Lic & Insured
(270)978-1772

Atteilion

1710 Magnolia Drive
4-8/1, 341A. LA. DR
eat-in kitchen, recreation room Weil maintained. 227-5414

NON SMOKING 1BR
unfurnished apt water
paid available now, no
pets 753 5980

niti duplex. nice.
C"A- appliances tarrn,stied Various lace
SOLID Walnut desk t•tions Coleman RE
ii„as onipartmeot for ' 753.9898
typewriter on right side 28R near MSU CH A
made in 1957 exi
apiptianoss Coleman
NE 153-9898
-Hand mad. solid
townhome I SBA
.-BR
cherry 6 place gun
appliances including
cabinet glass dour
NO PARTICLE BOARD washer and dryer 2 car
cottage $695 rent plus
condition
excellent
Asking $15000 each deem& 1 year lease
000 Can be seer at no pets 293-3904
1401 Diuguid Dr
Dr
London
1501
753-6791

ir rids. Merrill) air Womb',
Fresnt Sierra %

Seslaffint

OWNER
FINANCE
98 313R 26A $5 000
down $645 month 1
icre 72 Sundance
'53-1011

41'111PAItls
754-551/0

1%.

Calhoon Construction, LLC

11111111 Man

'

,

IRRIGATION system
EasyRain, 1.000 ft 4
PS. new pump. corn
plate system. ready to
go. 54.800. 293-9885

GOOD used 'engem
ors, electric ranges
gas healers. sir condibaseboard
tioners.
Semass.-Uiect-cameting 753 4109

In drimriii. 2 limb boom

Call (270)436-5091

- 12
OfTlt e Hours
I p.m. to 4 p.m.
121

I.

I

1.,k, kola a all "I a uiud.IN • Ili
ajd !alit. It • i ..... It Is furnished wall a
vi Is Al die It. 1.4•4• lin plait-. gas grilL Dish
flat panel I s with 1141) and sin
...find sound. and pk-iit iii(kik spa,.

1505 Ihuguid Onve • Murray. KY 42071

Mel le Sin

%Surrey Ledger & 'times

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
I -Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** You not only know what
you want you seize the moment
and take action Because of this
trait. right now you are as
unstoppable as a charging bull
Know what you are doing, know
where you are heading Tonight
In the whirlwind of life
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Expenses are ahways a
concern to the security-oriented
But You might want to rethink a
situation tar more deeply if possible You might feel like you are
carrying the weight of the world
Remember you are not Tonight
Pay bills
GEMINI(May 21-Juno 20)
***** Do you feel the energy"' As you step forward, you
sense that the Force us with you
Not everyone is easy to deal
with, but it there is a way, you will
find it Let your magnetism
speak Donl keep it a secret'
Tonight Just ask, and tot the rest
hlICIPon
CANCER (Jun* 21-July 22)
** Sometimes you might not be
as sure 01 yourself as you might
like Never fear Take a step and
follow through on what you
11
you're
deem important
expecting kudos. forget it -- what
you are doing is for you Tonight'
Get some extra R and R
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*•*** You might want to
approach a situation WI a TOM
dynamic manner. Thinet in terms
of posaibillies, and make them
so Your high energy helps you
manifest more of what you want
Lit your smile do most of the
work. Tonight. Where your
Mende

possibilities.
emerges from

Understanding

another direction
and points to change. You'll discover lust how much is possible
It you relax and flow Let your
hair down' Tonight: Be willing to
step up to the plate one more
time
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** How you view someone could change dramatically.
Your perspective will open up if
you listen to the other side and
imagine how that person feels.
With that insight, you can go far
Tonight Try out a new place.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Investigate possibilities with an eye to what can happen if you open up. Explore
options rather than eliminate
them Anything is possible with a
great attitude A partner plays a
most significant role Tonight.
Dinner for two
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
**** Others can and will
prove to be challenging, whether
you like it or not Move in a new
direction, do something very different For now let others play a
larger role in your life What
might have seemed impossible
no longer is Tonight Go along
for the ride
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Sometimes people have
strong expectations and desires.
Right now you see this attitude
If in the past you had drfficulty
working with someone you
could revisit this same issue
Tonight Easy does it
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Sometimes you need
to kick back and simply have
more fun You will encounter a
situation that lights up your life
and invrtes you to ion in Let go
and take the day off if you can
Your spirit will renew itself
Tonight Have a good time'
PISCES(Feb. 10-March 20)
**** You might want to work
from home if possible Too much
COMOS down your path, and you
have a lot to handle Loosen up
and understand where someone
else might be coming from.
Touch base with a family member Tonight Try easy
BORN TODAY
Anthropologist Louis Leakey
(1903) actor David Duchovny
(1960) actress Charlize Theron
(1975)
***
Jacqueline Blgar Is on the
Internet at httpfiwww.lacqualInebi9sw.com.
(c) 2007 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.

